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Deploy a cloud foundation
to support highly-regulated
workloads and complex compliance
requirements
Publication date: May 2022 (last update (p. 72): December 2022)
The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution helps you quickly deploy a secure, resilient, scalable, and
fully automated cloud foundation that accelerates your readiness for your cloud compliance program.
Many organizations must adhere to complex compliance and security standards to protect their sensitive
data. We architected this solution to align with AWS best practices and in conformance with multiple
global compliance frameworks, with these organizations in mind. When used in coordination with
services such as AWS Control Tower, this solution provides a comprehensive low-code solution across
35+ AWS services and features. Speciﬁcally, this solution allows you to manage and govern a multiaccount environment that is built to support highly-regulated workloads and complex compliance
requirements. Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS helps you establish platform readiness with security,
compliance, and operational capabilities.
We provide this solution as an open-source project that we built using the AWS Cloud Development Kit
(AWS CDK) (AWS CDK). You can install it directly into your environment, giving you full access to the
infrastructure as code (IaC) solution. Through a simpliﬁed set of conﬁguration ﬁles, you can:
• Conﬁgure additional functionality, guardrails, and security services such as AWS Conﬁg Managed Rules
and AWS Security Hub.
• Manage your foundational networking topology such as Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC),
AWS Transit Gateway, and AWS Network Firewall.
• Generate additional workload accounts using the AWS Control Tower Account Factory.
There are no additional charges or upfront commitments required to use Landing Zone Accelerator on
AWS. You pay only for AWS services turned on to set up your platform and operate your guardrails. This
solution can also support non-standard AWS partitions, including the AWS GovCloud (US), AWS Secret,
and AWS Top Secret Regions.
This implementation guide describes architectural considerations and conﬁguration steps for deploying
the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS. It includes links to an AWS CloudFormation template synthesized
from AWS CDK that launches and conﬁgures the AWS services required to deploy this solution using AWS
best practices for security and availability.
Use this navigation table to quickly ﬁnd answers to these questions:
If you want to...

Read...

Know the cost for running this solution.

Cost (p. 18)

The estimated cost for running this solution
using AWS best practices conﬁguration with
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If you want to...

Read...

AWS Control Tower in the US East (N. Virginia)
Region (within a non-critical sandbox environment
with no activity or workloads) is approximately
$527.09 (USD) per month.
Understand the security considerations for this
solution.

Security (p. 18)

Know how to plan for quotas for this solution.

Quotas (p. 19)

Know which AWS Regions are supported for this
solution.

Supported AWS Regions (p. 19)

View or download the AWS CloudFormation
template included in this solution to
automatically deploy the infrastructure resources
(the “stack”) for this solution.

AWS CloudFormation template (p. 21)

This guide is intended for solution architects, business decision makers, DevOps engineers, data
scientists, and cloud professionals who want to implement the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS
solution in their environment.

Important

This solution will not, by itself, make you compliant. It provides the foundational infrastructure
from which additional complementary solutions can be integrated. The information contained
in this solution implementation guide is not exhaustive. You must review, evaluate, assess, and
approve the solution in compliance with your organization’s particular security features, tools,
and conﬁgurations. It is the sole responsibility of you and your organization to determine which
regulatory requirements are applicable and to ensure that you comply with all requirements.
Although this solution discusses both the technical and administrative requirements, this
solution does not help you comply with the non-technical administrative requirements.

Use cases
We include speciﬁc notes regarding use of this solution to support alignment with the following regions
and industries:
• United States (US) Federal and Department of Defense (DoD) (p. 42)
• US aerospace (p. 55)
• US state and local government Central IT (p. 56)
• United Kingdom (UK) National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) (p. 57)
• Canadian Centre for Cyber Security (CCCS) Cloud Medium (p. 63)
• Trusted Secure Enclaves Sensitive Edition (TSE-SE) for National Security, Defence, and National Law
Enforcement guidance (p. 64)
• Healthcare (p. 65)
• Elections (p. 66)
• Finance (tax) (p. 67)

Concepts and deﬁnitions
This section describes key concepts and deﬁnes terminology speciﬁc to this solution:
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landing zone
A cloud environment that oﬀers a recommended starting point—including default accounts, account
structure, core networking infrastructure, and security conﬁgurations. Using a landing zone as a
foundation, you can deploy your mission-critical application workloads and solutions across a centrallygoverned multi-account environment.
Installer pipeline (AWSAccelerator-Installer)
Deploys an installer that, in turn, deploys the solution’s core features. Because this installer functions
separately from the Core pipeline, you can update to future versions of the solution with a single
parameter through the AWS CloudFormation console.
Core pipeline (AWSAccelerator-Pipeline)
Deploys the solution’s core features.
For a general reference of AWS terms, refer to the AWS glossary in the AWS General Reference.
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Architecture overview
This section provides a reference implementation architecture diagram for the components deployed
with this solution.

Architecture diagram
Deploying this solution with the default parameters deploys the following components in your AWS
account.

Figure 1: Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS high-level architecture – default resources deployed with
the solution
1. You use AWS CloudFormation to install the solution into your environment. Your environment must
meet prerequisites (p. 21) prior to deploying the solution. The provided CloudFormation template
will deploy an AWS CodePipeline that contains the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS installation
engine.
2. The Installer pipeline (AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack) functions sepearately from the Core
pipeline. This way, you can update to future versions of the solution with a single parameter through
the AWS CloudFormation console.
3. An AWS CodeBuild project functions as an orchestration engine to build and execute the solution’s
AWS CDK application that deploys the Core pipeline (AWSAccelerator-PipelineStack) and its
associated dependencies.
4. The solution deploys Amazon Simple Notiﬁcation Service (Amazon SNS) topics that you can subscribe
to for alerts on core pipeline events, which can increase observability of your Core pipeline operations.
Additionally, the solution deploys two AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) customer-managed
keys to manage encryption at rest of Installer and Core pipeline dependencies.
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5. The Core pipeline validates and synthesizes inputs and deploys additional CloudFormation stacks
with AWS CDK. An AWS CodeCommit repository named aws-accelerator-config stores the
conﬁguration ﬁles that the solution uses. These conﬁguration ﬁles are the primary mechanism for
conﬁguring and managing the solution.
6. An AWS CodeBuild project compiles and validates the solution’s AWS CDK application conﬁguration.
7. Multiple AWS CodeBuild deployment stages deploy the resources that were deﬁned in the solution
conﬁguration ﬁles to your multi-account environment. An optional manual review stage may be
included, allowing you to view all the changes that these stages will apply.
8. The solution deploys resources that monitor AWS Control Tower lifecycle events to detect potential
drift against a known good state (in other words, when the actual conﬁguration of an infrastructure
resource diﬀers from its expected conﬁguration). The solution also deploys resources that can
automate the enrollment of new AWS accounts into your multi-account environment. When using
AWS Control Tower with this solution, ensure that accounts and organizational units (OUs) within your
AWS Control Tower environment are properly enrolled. You can manage this through the AWS Control
Tower console.

Note

We provide guidance in For AWS Organizations based installation (without AWS Control
Tower) (p. 22) later in this document if you wish not to use AWS Control Tower.
9. The solution deploys centralized logging resources in the Log Archive account in your multi-account
environment. This includes Amazon Kinesis resources to stream and ingest logs, AWS KMS keys to
facilitate encryption at rest, and Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) buckets as log storage
destinations.
10.You can enroll and provision workload accounts into your multi-account environment with additional
infrastructure through the solution’s conﬁguration ﬁles. At a minimum, new accounts are provisioned
with resources that facilitate streaming Amazon CloudWatch log groups to the centralized logging
infrastructure in the Log Archive account.

Note

Initial deployment includes, at a minimum, account creation, drift detection, key management,
and centralized logging infrastructure. These mandatory components are part of the core
feature set of the solution and are described further in Architecture details (p. 10).
Remaining infrastructure that the solution deploys depends on the content of the user-deﬁned
conﬁguration ﬁles.

Best practices conﬁguration
Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS comes with example best practices conﬁgurations that allow you to
quickly deploy accounts, infrastructure, and security guardrails across your multi-account environment.
The repository includes sample conﬁgurations for each of the six customizable YAML ﬁles (p. 34)
across both standard and AWS GovCloud (US) Regions. When used with this solution, the best practices
conﬁgurations deploy a baseline security and network architecture. Additional customization of the
baselines will likely be required to suit the compliance needs of your business.
We built the best practices conﬁgurations based on the authorized patterns and guidelines provided in
the AWS Prescriptive Guidance Security Reference Architecture (SRA). This solution is a fully-automated
implementation of the AWS SRA and additionally provides you ﬂexibility to customize your landing zone
to suit your organizational security, networking, and compliance requirements.

Organizational account structure best practices
The organization-config.yaml and accounts-config.yaml best practices conﬁgurations deploy
an organizational account structure that aligns with the AWS SRA.
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Figure 2: Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS architecture – accounts, organizational units, and
foundational services
1. A Root OU houses the Management account. The Landing Zone Accelerator solution installs into this
account and orchestrates CloudFormation stacks via AWS CDK across all accounts.

Note

Due to the administrative privileges associated with this account, we recommend following
our Best practices for the management account.
2. A Security OU houses the Log Archive and Audit accounts. If you’re using AWS Control Tower, this OU
and accounts are set up for you automatically. AWS Control Tower also sets up additional controls and
guardrails in these accounts to govern the rest of your organization.
3. An Infrastructure OU houses the Network and Shared Services accounts. A central Network account
centrally houses and manages core network infrastructure for your organization. Central transit
gateways, Amazon Virtual Private Clouds (Amazon VPCs), and hybrid networking resources such as
AWS Direct Connect or AWS Site-to-Site Virtual Private Network (AWS Site-to-Site VPN) connections
are commonly deployed to this account. The Shared Services account is a commonly used pattern for
organizations that have resources other than core network infrastructure (such as shared applications,
bastion hosts, etc.) that the organization needs to share.
4. Additional workload accounts are deﬁned in the accounts-config.yaml ﬁle. You can deploy
additional workload accounts into their own OU structure via the organization-config.yaml
and accounts-config.yaml ﬁles. You can also choose to apply additional network infrastructure
and security guardrails to these accounts based on your deﬁned conﬁguration in the other solution
conﬁguration ﬁles. Using the solution as a centralized management point for account provisioning
allows you to ensure that new accounts meet your security and network baselines.
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Networking best practices
The network-config.yaml best practices conﬁguration is intended to set up various centralized
networking constructs that you may use to customize and build additional infrastructure. Speciﬁc IP
address ranges; AWS Transit Gateway routing conﬁgurations; and advanced capabilities such as Amazon
Route 53 Resolver, Amazon VPC IP Address Manager, and AWS Network Firewall likely require additional
customization. The solution does not deploy these conﬁguration items as default. As a resource, we
provide examples of these conﬁguration items as comments in the best practices conﬁgurations ﬁles so
that you can customize to suit your organization’s needs.

Figure 3: Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS architecture – networking resources
1. This solution oﬀers optional hybrid connectivity via AWS Direct Connect to an on-premises data
center. AWS Site-to-Site VPN (not depicted) is another option for hybrid connectivity. You may choose
to deploy this infrastructure for hybrid connectivity to your AWS environment. The Direct Connect
Gateway (or AWS VPN connection) is associated with a central AWS Transit Gateway, which allows
communication between your on-premises network and cloud network.
2. The Inspection VPC provides a central point for deep packet inspection. Optionally, you can use
this VPC to centrally manage Network Firewall or third-party intrusion detection system/intrusion
prevention system(IDS/IPS) appliances. You can also use a Gateway Load Balancer for scalability and
high availability of your third-party appliances. The Gateway Load Balancer is not required for AWS
Network Firewall deployments.

Note

We designed the Inspection VPC generically, and you may require additional conﬁguration if
using third-party appliances. For example, a best practice when using Gateway Load Balancer
is to separate the load balancer subnet and endpoint subnet so that you can manage network
access control lists (ACLs) independently from one another. For similar reasons, you may also
want to separate your appliances’ management and data network interfaces into separate
subnets.
For more information on centralized inspection patterns, please see the AWS Whitepaper
Building a Scalable and Secure Multi-VPC AWS Network Infrastructure.
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3. When you design VPC endpoints in a centralized pattern, you can access multiple VPC endpoints
in your environment from a central Endpoints VPC. This can help you save on your cost and
management overhead of deploying interface endpoints to multiple workload VPCs. This solution
deploys constructs for managing the centralization of these endpoints and their dependencies
(for example, Route 53 private hosted zones). We provide more information about this pattern in
Centralized access to VPC private endpoints.

Note

Centralized endpoints are not available in the GovCloud (US) Regions.
4. A central Transit Gateway provides a virtual router that allows you to attach multiple Amazon VPCs
and hybrid network connections in a single place. You can use this in combination with routing
patterns through Transit Gateway route tables to achieve network isolation, centralized inspection,
and other strategies required for your compliance needs.
5. Optionally, you can use AWS Resource Access Manager (AWS RAM) to share networking resources
to other core and workload OUs or accounts. For example, you can share Network Firewall policies
created in the Network account with workload accounts that require ﬁne-grained network access
control and deep packet inspection within application VPCs.
6. The Shared Services account and VPC provide commonly used patterns for organizations that have
resources other than core network infrastructure that the organization needs to be share. Some
examples include AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active Directory (AWS Managed Microsoft AD),
agile collaboration applications, and package or container repositories.
7. An optional External Access VPC for shared applications, remote access (RDP/SSH) bastion hosts, or
other resources that require public internet access is not included in the best practices conﬁguration
and is depicted for illustration purposes only.
8. Additional workload accounts may have application VPCs and Transit Gateway attachments deployed
when provisioned by the solution. Deployment of network infrastructure in these workload accounts is
dependent on your input to the network-config.yaml ﬁle.

Deployment pipelines
The AWS CloudFormation template deploys two AWS CodePipeline pipelines, an installer and the core
deployment pipeline, along with associated dependencies. This solution uses AWS CodeBuild to build
and deploy a series of CDK-based CloudFormation stacks that are responsible for deploying supported
resources in the multi-account, multi-Region environment.

Note

AWS CloudFormation resources are created from AWS Cloud Development Kit (AWS CDK) (AWS
CDK) constructs.

Installer (AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack)
This CloudFormation template deploys the following resources:
• A CodePipeline (AWSAccelerator-Installer) that is used to orchestrate the build and deployment
of the AWSAccelerator-PipelineStack AWS CloudFormation template.
• An AWS CodeBuild project is used as an orchestration engine within the pipeline to build the Landing
Zone Accelerator on AWS source code and subsequently synthesize and deploy the AWSAcceleratorPipelineStack CloudFormation template.
• An Amazon S3 bucket that is used for pipeline artifact storage.
• An AWS KMS key that is used to activate encryption at-rest for applicable resources deployed in
AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack and AWSAccelerator-PipelineStack.
• Supporting AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) roles for CodePipeline and CodeBuild to
perform their actions.
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Core (AWSAccelerator-PipelineStack)
This AWS CloudFormation stack is deployed by CDK with the following resources:
• A CodePipeline (AWSAccelerator-Pipeline) that is used for input validation, synthesis, and
deployment of additional CloudFormation stacks via CDK. The pipeline contains several stages that are
discussed in Architecture details (p. 10).
• Two CodeBuild projects. The projects are used in the pipeline stages to:
• Build the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS source code.
• Run various AWS CDK toolkit commands across the pipeline stages.
• An AWS CodeCommit repository (aws-accelerator-config) that is used to store the conﬁguration
ﬁles that are used by the AWSAccelerator-Pipeline. These conﬁguration ﬁles will be your primary
mechanism for conﬁguration and management of the entire Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS
solution.
• Two Amazon SNS topics are created and may be optionally subscribed to for AWS CodePipeline run
notiﬁcations. No topic subscriptions are created by default. One SNS topic will notify for all pipeline
run events. The other notiﬁes only on pipeline failure events.
• An optional third SNS topic is created if the EnableApprovalStage is set to Yes in AWSAcceleratorInstallerStack. Email address(es) listed in the ApprovalStageNotifyEmailList will be automatically
subscribed to this topic.
• An AWS IAM service-linked role is created to allow AWS CodeStar notiﬁcations to publish AWS
CodePipeline pipeline run events to the Amazon SNS topics.
• A CloudWatch alarm is created to alarm on pipeline processing failures.
• An Amazon S3 bucket that is used for pipeline artifact storage.
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Architecture details
This section describes the components and AWS services that make up this solution and the architecture
details on how these components work together.

Installer pipeline
This pipeline runs the following stages:
1. Source – The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS source code from the AWS Solutions GitHub
repository
2. Install – A CodeBuild project is utilized to run the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS pipeline CDK
project, resulting in the deployment of the AWSAccelerator-PipelineStack

Note

The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS installer and core pipeline are separate by design. The
functionality of the AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack has been minimized to purely
support deployment of the core pipeline, AWSAccelerator-Pipeline. At this time, we do
not anticipate making further changes to the AWSAccelerator-Installer stack. This will
allow you to update your version of the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS by updating a single
parameter through the AWS CloudFormation update stack console.

Core pipeline
The solution uses CodeBuild as an orchestration engine for each action completed after the Source stage
in this pipeline. These actions run a CDK application, which deploys CloudFormation stacks across each of
the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS managed AWS accounts and Regions, unless otherwise speciﬁed:
1. Source – There are two source actions in this stage:
• Source – The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS source code from the AWS Solutions GitHub
repository.
• Conﬁguration – The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS conﬁguration repository, named awsaccelerator-config.
2. Build – In this stage, the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS source code is transpiled, including input
and type validation for the conﬁguration ﬁles.
3. Prepare – Any AWS accounts that are deﬁned in the conﬁguration are created and/or validated as
necessary. If using AWS Control Tower, new AWS accounts are generated using the Control Tower
Account Factory and enrolled into the proper AWS Organizations Organizational Unit (OU). We highly
recommend that you use AWS Control Tower to generate and enroll new OUs. However, if you are
deploying the solution in an AWS Region that is not yet supported by AWS Control Tower, any OUs
that are deﬁned in the conﬁguration are created and/or validated as necessary.
4. Accounts – Additional account validation occurs across the environment. All accounts in the
conﬁguration are checked to verify if they are part of the AWS Organization. Any conﬁgured AWS
Organization Service Control Policies (SCPs) are also created and attached to conﬁguration-speciﬁed
deployment targets in this stage.
5. Bootstrap – AWS CDK bootstrap is run; this initializes the environment for CDK. A solution-speciﬁc
CDK toolkit CloudFormation template (AWS Accelerator-CDKToolkit) is deployed to any AWS
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accounts and Regions that have not been previously bootstrapped. If you would like to deploy
additional CDK applications, we recommend that you deploy your own CDK bootstrap template to
avoid any possible collisions with the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS usage of CDK.
6. Review (optional) – An optional stage that can be turned on and oﬀ using the EnableApprovalStage
conﬁguration parameter on the AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack CloudFormation template.
Turning on this option adds this stage to the pipeline, which includes the following actions:
• Diﬀ – AWS CDK diﬀ is run on the synthesized CloudFormation templates against each target
account and Region. The result of the diﬀ can be reviewed in the build logs of the CodeBuild project.
• Approve – A manual approval action. This is meant as a gate to review and approve/deny the
changes represented in the Diﬀ action. This action publishes to an SNS topic to notify conﬁgured
email list(s) of the pending approval.
7. Logging – There are two actions in this stage:
• Key – Deployment of a centralized AWS KMS key to the AWS account designated as the audit
account in the conﬁguration. This key is utilized in subsequent deployments to activate encryption
at-rest for applicable resources. The solution also deploys Systems Manager Parameter Store
parameters containing the value of the key Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) along with an IAM role
that allows cross-account read access for the parameters.
• Logging – The solution deploys a centralized logging Amazon S3 bucket, an Amazon Kinesis Data
Stream, and Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose in the AWS account designated as LogArchive in the
conﬁguration. The solution uses the Kinesis Data Stream as a destination for CloudWatch Logs
groups in member accounts so that logs may be streamed to the central logs bucket via Kinesis
Data Firehose. Optionally, you can specify a dynamic partitioning conﬁguration to map speciﬁc
CloudWatch Log groups to speciﬁc Amazon S3 bucket preﬁxes.
The solution creates Amazon S3 buckets for Amazon S3 server access logging in each AWS account
and Region activated in the conﬁguration. Optionally, you may activate the Amazon S3 Block Public
Access feature at the account level and activate Systems Manager Session Manager logging for each
conﬁgured account and Region.
The solution also deploys AWS KMS keys for Amazon S3, AWS Lambda, and CloudWatch Logs. These
keys deploy in each AWS account and Region activated in the conﬁguration. A solution-deployed
Systems Manager automation document named Accelerator-Put-S3-Encryption uses the AWS
KMS key for Amazon S3 to encrypt any Amazon S3 buckets that were created without encryption. The
solution uses the AWS KMS key for Lambda to invoke Lambda environment variable encryption, and it
uses the AWS KMS key for CloudWatch Logs to encrypt solution-created CloudWatch Logs groups.
8. Organization – Deployment of AWS Organization-wide resources. These resources are deployed in the
Region designated as the organization’s home Region in the organization’s management account. This
includes actions such as activating trusted services, creating AWS Organizations tagging and backup
policies, creating report deﬁnitions for AWS Cost and Usage Report, and AWS Budgets.
9. Security_Audit – Deployment of resource dependencies for centralized security services in the
AWS account designated as the audit account in the conﬁguration. This includes S3 buckets and/
or conﬁgurations for Amazon Macie, Amazon GuardDuty, AWS Security Hub, and Systems Manager
automation documents.
10.Deploy – Several actions are completed in this stage to deploy the remaining architecture as deﬁned
in the conﬁguration ﬁles. Refer to our sample conﬁguration as a reference to get started:
• Network_Prepare – Network resources that subsequent networking stacks must reference are
created in this action. This includes AWS Transit Gateway and AWS Resource Access Manager (AWS
RAM) shares, if conﬁgured.
• Security – Member account security services are conﬁgured.
• Operations – IAM users, groups, and roles are deployed. IAM Security Assertion Markup Language
(SAML) identity provider conﬁguration is also deployed, if conﬁgured.
• Network_VPCs – Three stacks are deployed during this stage, each related to VPC networking:
• NetworkVpcStack – VPCs, subnets, route tables, security groups and other associated resources
are deployed. AWS Transit Gateway attachments are created, if conﬁgured.
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• NetworkVpcEndpointsStack – VPC endpoints, including Route 53 resolver endpoints and AWS
Network Firewall endpoints are deployed.
• NetworkVpcDnsStack – Route 53 private hosted zones and resolver rules are deployed.
• Security_Resources – Additional member account security services such as AWS Conﬁg, CloudWatch
metrics, and alarms are deployed.
• Network_Associations – The solution deploys two stacks during this stage, each related to network
associations that depend on resources created in the Network_VPCs stage:
• NetworkAssociationsStack – Network associations that depend on Amazon VPC resources to be
created, such as AWS Transit Gateway VPC associations, are deployed.
• NetworkAssociationsGwlbStack – Network associations that depend on Gateway Load Balancers
to be created, such as Gateway Load Balancer VPC endpoints, are deployed.
• Finalize – If using the account quarantine feature for new account creation, the quarantine SCP is
removed during this action.

Pipeline artifact Amazon S3 buckets
Two Amazon S3 buckets are created with the solution by default. These buckets are used to host artifacts
for the CodePipeline pipelines. If desired, artifacts may be deleted after the pipeline invocations have
completed. However, do not delete the buckets themselves. This will break the functionality of the
pipelines. For more information, refer to Input and output artifacts in the AWS CodePipeline User Guide.

Amazon SNS topics
Two Amazon SNS topics are created with the solution by default. One topic is to notify on all
AWSAccelerator-Pipeline pipeline events. The second notiﬁes only on AWSAcceleratorPipeline pipeline failures. You can choose to subscribe to these topics to increase the observability
of your pipeline operations. For more information, refer to Subscribing to an Amazon SNS topic in the
Amazon SNS Developer Guide.
An optional third SNS topic is created if the EnableApprovalStage parameter is set to Yes in the
AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack. You may provide a comma-delimited list of email addresses in the
ApprovalStageNotifyEmailList parameter to automatically subscribe to this SNS topic.
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Account creation and drift detection

Figure 4: Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS architecture – account provisioning and Control Tower
drift detection
1. The solution deploys Amazon EventBridge rules that monitor for AWS Control Tower lifecycle events.
These rules trigger AWS Lambda functions that perform diﬀerent actions based on the lifecycle
event. The solution uses the AttachQuarantineScp function to attach an AWS Organizations
service control policy (SCP) to newly-enrolled accounts, if conﬁgured. The solution uses the
ControlTowerOuEvents function to detect changes made to OUs in the multi-account environment.
2. The Lambda functions have access to Amazon DynamoDB tables that contain stateful information
about the multi-account environment. The functions use this data to validate changes made to the
environment against a known good state.
3. The account creation workﬂow is invoked by the Prepare stage of the AWSAccelerator-Pipeline
when a new account is added to the accounts-conﬁg.yaml ﬁle. Two AWS Step Functions state
machines handle this workﬂow: one for AWS Control Tower-based landing zones and the other for
AWS Organizations-based landing zones.
4. The state machines have access to DynamoDB tables that contain stateful information about the
multi-account environment. This allows the underlying Lambda functions to validate the environment
and store the environment’s state in the DynamoDB tables.
5. The state machines initiate the account creation process if a new account is added to the accelerator
conﬁguration. The account creation workﬂow is dependent on the type of landing zone that the
solution has been deployed to. For AWS Control Tower-based landing zones, the solution leverages
the Control Tower Account Factory Service Catalog portfolio to provision a new account. For AWS
Organizations-based landing zones, the Organizations API invokes account creation. We provide
conﬁguration toggles to diﬀerentiate the type of landing zone in the global-config.yaml ﬁle.

Note

Account creation is an asynchronous process, so the state machine workﬂow is used to
periodically check the status of the Account Factory or Organizations-based account creation.
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As such, the state machine will pause the pipeline stage progression until the account creation
succeeds or fails.

Centralized logging

Figure 5: Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS architecture – centralized logging
1. A CloudWatch log group update workﬂow runs during the Logging stage of the pipeline. A
CloudFormation custom resource triggers a Lambda function that updates existing log groups with
the conﬁgured log retention period, CloudWatch AWS KMS key, and subscription ﬁlter. The destination
for the subscription ﬁlter is an Amazon Kinesis Data Stream deployed to the Log Archive account.
2. An EventBridge rule monitors for new CloudWatch log groups created in core and workload accounts.
3. When new log groups are created, the EventBridge rule triggers a Lambda function that updates the
log group with the conﬁgured log retention period, CloudWatch AWS KMS key, and subscription ﬁlter.
The destination for the subscription ﬁlter is the Kinesis Data Stream deployed to the Log Archive
account.
4. Log groups stream their logs to the Kinesis Data Stream. The data stream is encrypted at rest with the
replication AWS KMS key.
5. A delivery stream is conﬁgured with the Kinesis Data Stream and Kinesis Data Firehose, allowing the
logs to be transformed and replicated to Amazon S3.
6. The destination of the Kinesis Data Firehose delivery stream is the aws-accelerator-centrallogs Amazon S3 bucket. This bucket is encrypted at rest with the central logging AWS KMS key.
In addition, the aws-accelerator-s3-access-logs and aws-accelerator-elb-accesslogs buckets are encrypted at rest with Amazon S3-managed server-side encryption (SSE-S3)
because these services do not support customer-managed AWS KMS keys. Logs delivered to the
aws-accelerator-elb-access-logs bucket replicate to the central logs bucket with Amazon S3
replication.
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Key management

Figure 6: Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS architecture – key management
The accelerator uses AWS KMS keys to provide encryption at rest capabilities for resources deployed by
the solution. Some AWS KMS keys are deployed to every account and Region managed by the solution,
while others are centralized in a single core account.

All accounts
• Amazon CloudWatch key – used to encrypt CloudWatch Logs groups created by the solution
• Amazon S3 key – used to encrypt Amazon S3 buckets created by the solution
• AWS Lambda key – used to encrypt environment variables for Lambda functions created by the
solution
• AWS Systems Manager Session Manager key (optional) – used to encrypt Session Manager sessions if
Session Manager logging is activated in the global-config.yaml ﬁle
• Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) key (optional) – used for default encryption of Amazon
EBS volumes if activated in the security-config.yaml ﬁle

Management Account
• Installer key – created by AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack to activate encryption at rest for
installer pipeline dependencies
• Management key – created by AWSAccelerator-PipelineStack to activate encryption at rest for
core pipeline dependencies
• AWS Backup key (optional) – used to activate encryption at rest for AWS Backup vault if conﬁgured in
the organization-config.yaml ﬁle

LogArchive Account
• Central logs key – used to encrypt the aws-accelerator-central-logs Amazon S3 bucket
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Note

This key is distinct from the per account/Region key because additional services such as
Conﬁg, CloudTrail, and log delivery require access. Macie, GuardDuty, and Audit Manager may
also require access, if enabled.
• Log replication key – used to encrypt a Kinesis Data Stream used as a destination for log replication
from CloudWatch Logs to Amazon S3

Audit Account
• Accelerator KMS key – used by the entire organization to decrypt AWS Systems Manager parameters
(SSM parameters) stored centrally in the Audit account
• Audit S3 key – used to encrypt authorize-created CloudTrail Amazon S3 buckets and Audit Manager
publishing bucket, if conﬁgured
• Amazon SNS key (optional) – used to encrypt Amazon SNS topics created to alert on security events,
if conﬁgured

AWS services in this solution
Core AWS services

Supporting AWS services

AWS CloudFormation

Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS)

Amazon S3

Amazon GuardDuty

AWS CodePipeline

Amazon Macie

Amazon SNS

Amazon Route 53

Amazon CloudWatch

Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)

AWS Lambda

AWS Backup

Amazon EventBridge

AWS Budgets

AWS IAM

AWS CloudTrail

AWS CodeCommit

AWS Conﬁg

AWS CodeBuild

AWS Control Tower

AWS KMS

AWS Cost and Usage Report

Amazon DynamoDB

AWS Lambda

Amazon Kinesis

AWS Network Firewall

AWS Step Functions

AWS Organizations
AWS Resource Access Manager (RAM)
AWS Secrets Manager
AWS Security Hub
AWS Autoscaling
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Core AWS services

Supporting AWS services
AWS Application Load Balancer
AWS Network Load Balancer
AWS EC2
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Plan your deployment
This section describes the cost, security, Region, and quota considerations for planning your deployment.

Cost
Note

You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this solution. As of
December 2022, the cost for running this solution using the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS
best practices conﬁguration with AWS Control Tower in the US East (N. Virginia) Region within a
non-critical sandbox environment with no activity or workloads is approximately $527.09 (USD)
per month.
We recommend creating a budget through AWS Cost Explorer to help manage costs. Prices are subject to
change. For full details, refer to the pricing webpage for each AWS service used in this solution.
AWS service

Cost per month [USD]

AWS CloudTrail

$43.66

AWS Conﬁg

$325.02

AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS)

$64.47

Amazon Kinesis

$24.27

Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose

$0.79

Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3)

$3.15

Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC)

$65.73

Total monthly cost

$527.09

Note

Data transfer, Amazon CloudWatch, AWS CodeArtifact, Amazon Detective, Amazon DynamoDB,
Amazon GuardDuty, AWS Lambda, Amazon Macie, AWS Secrets Manager, AWS Security Hub,
AWS Service Catalog, Amazon Simple Notiﬁcation Service (Amazon SNS), Amazon Simple Queue
Service (Amazon SQS), AWS Step Functions, and AWS Systems Manager are priced at the Free
Tier or less than $0.01 per month.

Security
When you build systems on AWS infrastructure, security responsibilities are shared between you and
AWS. This shared model reduces your operational burden because AWS operates, manages, and controls
the components including the host operating system, the virtualization layer, and the physical security
of the facilities in which the services operate. For more information about AWS security, visit AWS Cloud
Security.
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IAM roles
AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) roles allow customers to assign granular access policies
and permissions to services and users on the AWS Cloud. This solution creates IAM roles that grant the
solution’s CodePipeline pipelines read/write access to their respective artifact S3 buckets, source code
repositories, and run CodeBuild projects. Additional IAM roles are created that grant CodeBuild projects
to write to Amazon CloudWatch Logs log groups and create Regional resources.

AWS KMS keys
AWS KMS makes it easy for you to create and manage cryptographic keys and control their use across
a wide range of AWS services and in your applications. This solution uses AWS KMS keys to turn on
encryption at rest for the applicable services it deploys. In a default installation, these keys will rotate
automatically once per year. More information about the key management infrastructure for this
solution is outlined in Architecture details (p. 10).

Supported AWS Regions
This solution uses the AWS Control Tower and AWS Organizations services, which are not currently
available in all AWS Regions. We recommend using AWS Control Tower and AWS Organizations when
launching this solution in an AWS Region where these services are available. For the most current
availability of AWS services by Region, refer to the AWS Regional Services List.
Refer to the United States (US) Federal and Department of Defense (DoD) (p. 42) section of this guide
for step-by-step detail on how to deploy the solution to AWS GovCloud (US) Regions.

Quotas
Service quotas, also referred to as limits, are the maximum number of service resources or operations
for your AWS account. Make sure you have suﬃcient quota for each of the services implemented in this
solution (p. 16). For more information, see AWS service quotas. To view the service quotas for all AWS
services in the documentation without switching pages, view the information in the Service endpoints
and quotas page in the PDF instead.

Deployment options
Prior to deploying the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS, you need to choose a method to centralize
the management of resources provisioned by this solution. You can use either AWS Control Tower or
AWS Organizations for the management capabilities. We strongly recommend AWS Control Tower if
you are deploying in a Region where it is supported, as it automatically provisions best practice security
conﬁgurations and guardrails across your multi-account environment.

Mandatory accounts
The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS builds on top of an existing AWS Control Tower or AWS
Organizations multi-account structure. If using AWS Control Tower, this solution utilizes the same initial
accounts that are generated by deploying the Control Tower Landing Zone. If using AWS Organizations
only in a Region without AWS Control Tower, the following mandatory accounts must be created:
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• Management account – This account is designated when ﬁrst creating an AWS Organization. It is
a privileged account where all AWS Organizations global conﬁguration management and billing
consolidation occurs.
• LogArchive account – This account is used for centralized logging of AWS service logs and AWS
CloudTrail trails.
• Audit account – This account is used to centralize all security operations and management activities.
This account is typically used as a delegated administrator of centralized security services such as
Amazon Macie, Amazon GuardDuty, and AWS Security Hub.

Administrative role
Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS utilizes an IAM role with administrative privileges to manage the
orchestration of resources across the environment. We recommend you activate AWS Control Tower and
utilize the AWSControlTowerExecution role. You can also leverage other existing cross-account access
roles such as OrganizationAccountAccessRole, which is the default cross-account role that is utilized by
AWS Organizations.
If you prefer using custom roles, a role with administrative privileges must be deployed in each member
account managed by the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS. These roles must have a trust relationship
deﬁned that grants the sts:AssumeRole permission to the IAM service role for the Landing Zone
Accelerator on AWS CodeBuild projects. The following demonstrates the ARN changes based on the
partition of the resource:
{

}

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": {
"AWS": "arn:$PARTITION:iam::$MANAGEMENT_ACCOUNT_ID:root"
},
"Action": "sts:AssumeRole"
}
]

Customizing the solution
This solution deploys an AWS CodeCommit repository along with six customizable YAML conﬁguration
ﬁles. The YAML ﬁles are pre-populated with a minimal conﬁguration for the solution. You can customize
the YAML conﬁguration to deploy additional resources and infrastructure to the accelerator environment.
Refer to Conﬁguration ﬁles (p. 34) for more information, and our sample conﬁguration for an example
of best practice implementation.
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Deploy the solution
This solution uses AWS CloudFormation templates and stacks to automate its deployment. The
CloudFormation template(s) describes the AWS resources included in this solution and their properties.
The CloudFormation stack provisions the resources described in the template.

AWS CloudFormation template
You can download the CloudFormation template for this solution before deploying it.

AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack.template − Use
this template to launch the solution and all associated components. The default conﬁguration deploys
the services listed in the Architecture overview (p. 4). Manual changes to the template are strongly
discouraged.

Note

AWS CloudFormation resources are created from AWS Cloud Development Kit (AWS CDK)
constructs.

Note

If you have previously deployed this solution, refer to Update the solution (p. 27) for update
instructions.
Before you launch the solution, review the cost (p. 18), architecture (p. 10), network security (p. 18), and
other considerations discussed earlier in this guide.

Important

This solution includes an option to send anonymous operational metrics to AWS. We use this
data to better understand how customers use this solution and related services and products.
AWS owns the data gathered though this survey. Data collection is subject to the AWS Privacy
Policy.
To opt out of this feature, download the template, modify the AWS CloudFormation mapping
section, and then use the AWS CloudFormation console to upload your updated template
and deploy the solution. For more information, refer to the Collection of operational
metrics (p. 69) section of this guide.

Prerequisites
You must meet the following prerequisites before launching the stack.

Activate a multi-account management solution
Prior to deploying the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS, activate AWS Control Tower or AWS
Organizations. AWS Control Tower is strongly recommended if deploying to a Region where it is
supported.

For AWS Control Tower based installation (recommended)
To set up AWS Control Tower, refer to Getting started with AWS Control Tower in the AWS Control Tower
User Guide.
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Note

If utilizing AWS Control Tower, we strongly recommended creating a KMS customer managed
key prior to deploying your landing zone. This KMS key is used by services AWS Control Tower
manages to apply encryption at rest to sensitive log ﬁles.
For more information on activating encryption for AWS Control Tower, refer to Conﬁgure your
shared accounts and encryption.

For AWS Organizations based installation (without AWS Control
Tower)
To set up AWS Organizations, refer to Getting started with AWS Organizations in the AWS Organization
User Guide.
Ensure the Mandatory accounts (p. 19) are created. The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS requires these
three accounts at minimum to successfully deploy to your environment.
For more information on managing accounts in an AWS Organization, refer to Managing the AWS
accounts in your organization in the AWS Organization User Guide.

Create or modify Organizational Units
The default conﬁguration for Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS assumes that an OU named
Infrastructure has been created. This OU is intended to be used for core infrastructure workload
accounts that you can add to your organization, such as central networking or shared services. Before
running AWSAccelerator-Pipeline, either create the Infrastructure OU or modify the organizationconfig.yaml conﬁguration ﬁle to represent your landing zone base conﬁguration.

Create a GitHub personal access token and store in
Secrets Manager
You require a GitHub access token to access the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS code repository.
Instructions on how to create a personal access token are located on GitHub Docs.
Store the personal access token in Secrets Manager as plain text. Name the secret accelerator/
github-token (case sensitive).
Via AWS Management Console:
1. Store a new secret, and select Other type of secrets, Plaintext.
2. Paste your secret with no formatting, leading, or trailing spaces (completely remove the example text).
3. Select an encryption key.
4. Set the secret name to accelerator/github-token (case sensitive).
5. Select Disable rotation.

Deployment process overview
Before you launch the solution, review the cost, architecture, security, and other considerations discussed
in this guide. Follow the step-by-step instructions in this section to conﬁgure and deploy the solution
into your account.
Time to deploy: Approximately eight minutes for the AWSAccelerator-Installer CloudFormation
stack and 45 minutes for the initial run of the AWSAccelerator-Pipeline pipeline.
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Note

If you have previously deployed this solution, refer to Update the solution (p. 27) for update
instructions.
Use the following steps to deploy this solution on AWS. For detailed instructions, follow the links for
each step.
Step 1. Launch the stack (p. 23)
• Launch the AWS CloudFormation template into your AWS account.
• Review the templates parameters and enter or adjust the default values as needed.
Step 2. Await initial environment deployment (p. 25)
• Await successful completion of AWSAccelerator-Pipeline pipeline.
Step 3. Update the conﬁguration ﬁles (p. 26)
• Navigate to the aws-accelerator-config AWS CodeCommit repository.
• Update the conﬁguration ﬁles to match the desired state of your environment.
• Release a change manually to the AWSAccelerator-Pipeline pipeline.

Step 1. Launch the stack
Important

This solution includes an option to send anonymous operational metrics to AWS. We use this
data to better understand how customers use this solution and related services and products.
AWS owns the data gathered though this survey. Data collection is subject to the AWS Privacy
Policy.
To opt out of this feature, download the template, modify the AWS CloudFormation mapping
section, and then use the AWS CloudFormation console to upload your template and deploy the
solution. For more information, refer to the Collection of operational metrics (p. 72) section
of this guide.
This automated AWS CloudFormation template deploys the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS in the
AWS Cloud. You must complete the applicable steps in Prerequisites (p. 21) before launching the
stack.

Note

You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this solution. For more
details, visit the Cost (p. 18) section in this guide, and refer to the pricing webpage for each AWS
service used in this solution.
1.

Sign in to the AWS Management Console of your organization’s
management account and select the button to launch the AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack AWS
CloudFormation template. Alternatively, you can download the template as a starting point for your
own implementation.
2. The template launches in the US East (N. Virginia) Region by default. To launch the solution in a
diﬀerent AWS Region, use the Region selector in the console navigation bar.
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Note

This solution recommends using the AWS Control Tower service, which is not currently
available in all AWS Regions. It is strongly recommended to launch this solution in an AWS
Region where AWS Control Tower is available. For the most current availability by Region,
refer to the AWS Regional Services List.
3. On the Create stack page, verify that the correct template URL is in the Amazon S3 URL text box and
choose Next.
4. On the Specify stack details page, assign a name to your solution stack. We recommend you name
your stack AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack to match the naming convention used by additional
stacks that will be created by the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS. For information about naming
character limitations, refer to IAM and STS quotas in the AWS Identity and Access Management User
Guide.
5. Under Parameters, review the parameters for this solution template and modify them as necessary.
This solution uses the following default values.
Parameter

Default

Description

Source

github

Specify the git host.

Repository Owner

awslabs

The owner of the git repository
hosting the accelerator code.

Repository Name

landing-zoneaccelerator-on-aws

The name of the git repository
hosting the accelerator code.

Branch Name

<requires input>

The name of the git branch to
use for installation.

Note

The Branch Name
parameter defaults
to the latest release
branch name. To
determine the branch
name, navigate to
the Landing Zone
Accelerator on AWS
GitHub branches page
and choose the release
branch you would like
to deploy. Release
branch names will
align with the semantic
versioning of our
GitHub releases. New
release branches will
be available as the
open-source project
is updated with new
features.
Enable Approval Stage

Yes

Select Yes to add a manual
approval stage to the
accelerator pipeline.

Manual Approval Stage
notiﬁcation email list

<requires input>

Provide comma(,) separated list
of email IDs to receive manual
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Parameter

Default

Description
approval stage notiﬁcation
email.

Management Account Email

<requires input>

The management (primary)
account email.

Note

Use a unique email
address.
LogArchive Account Email

<requires input>

The log archive account email.

Note

Use a unique email
address.
Audit Account Email

<requires input>

The security audit account
(also referred to as the audit
account).

Note

Use a unique email
address.
6. Choose Next.
7. On the Conﬁgure stack options page, choose Next.
8. On the Review page, review and conﬁrm the settings. Check the box acknowledging that the template
will create AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) resources.
9. Choose Create stack to deploy the stack.
You can view the status of the stack in the AWS CloudFormation console in the Status column. You
should receive a CREATE_COMPLETE status in approximately eight minutes.

Step 2. Await initial environment deployment
Use the following procedure to ensure the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS deploys a minimum
conﬁguration to your environment.
1. Sign in to the AWS Management Console and navigate to the AWS CodePipeline console. The
AWSAccelerator-Installer pipeline should show a status of either In Progress or Complete. If In
Progress, wait for the pipeline to complete.
2. When the AWSAccelerator-Installer pipeline has completed, a new AWSAcceleratorPipeline pipeline is created that is now In Progress. Refresh the AWS CodePipeline console if the
new pipeline is not visible.
3. The AWSAccelerator-Pipeline pipeline will take approximately 45 minutes to complete. This
initial deployment will prepare your environment for Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS and deploy
a minimal conﬁguration. Resources deployed include AWS CloudFormation custom resources,
CloudWatch Logs log groups for the custom resources, AWS KMS keys for encryption at rest, and
Amazon S3 buckets for AWS service logging.
4. After completion of the above steps, your environment is ready to customize.
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Step 3. Update the conﬁguration ﬁles
Use the following procedure to customize Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS to ﬁt your environment’s
needs.
1. Sign in to the AWS Management Console and navigate to the AWS CodeCommit console. Navigate to
the repository named aws-accelerator-conﬁguration. You will be presented with the Landing Zone
Accelerator on AWS conﬁguration ﬁles.
2. Each conﬁguration ﬁle is named based on its purpose in Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS. A best
practices sample conﬁguration is available on our GitHub repository. Customize each conﬁguration
ﬁle to deploy the additional AWS services and infrastructure required. You may use the CodeCommit
console or a compatible Git client to manipulate these ﬁles. For more information, refer to Edit the
contents of a ﬁle in an AWS CodeCommit repository in the AWS CodeCommit User Guide.
3. When ﬁnished editing the conﬁguration ﬁles, navigate to the AWS CodePipeline console. Select
AWSAccelerator-Pipeline, then Release change. This will kick oﬀ a new pipeline instantiation and
deploy the conﬁguration changes to your environment.
4. Await successful completion of the pipeline. If any failures occur, the CodePipeline console displays
the failure stage and action in red. To troubleshoot any errors, choose Details on the CodeBuild
action to navigate to the failed action. In the CodeBuild console, you can view the Build logs,
which will indicate the error encountered during deployment. For more information, refer to
Troubleshooting (p. 28).
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Update the solution
If you have previously deployed this solution, follow this procedure to update the AWS Landing Zone
Accelerator CloudFormation stack to get the latest version of the solution’s framework.
1. Sign in to the AWS CloudFormation console, select your existing Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS
CloudFormation stack, and select Update.
2. Select Replace current template.
3. Under Specify template:
a. Select Amazon S3 URL.
b. Copy the link of the latest template.
c. Paste the link in the Amazon S3 URL box.
d. Verify that the correct template URL shows in the Amazon S3 URL text box, and choose Next.
Choose Next again.
4. Under Parameters, review the parameters for the template and modify them as necessary. Refer to
Step 1. Launch the stack (p. 23) for details about the parameters.
5. Choose Next.
6. On the Conﬁgure stack options page, choose Next.
7. On the Review page, review and conﬁrm the settings. Check the box acknowledging that the template
might create IAM resources.
8. Choose View change set and verify the changes.
9. Choose Update stack to deploy the stack.
Updating the solution will automatically invoke the Core pipeline (AWSAcceleratorPipelineStack*).You can view the status of the stack in the AWS CloudFormation console in the
Status column. You should receive a UPDATE_COMPLETE status in approximately 10 minutes.
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Troubleshooting
When troubleshooting issues with deployments using Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS, understanding
its core architectural components is key. The main interfaces for this solution are the conﬁguration ﬁles
and the Core pipeline. Any issues arising during deployments to your environment will be found there.

Problem: Conﬁguration ﬁle issue
Resolution
It is critical that the conﬁguration ﬁles follow the property conventions deﬁned. For more details, refer to
the conﬁguration reference in the README on our GitHub repository. Any deviations will cause an error
during the Build stage of the pipeline. During this stage, type validation of the conﬁguration ﬁles occurs,
and variances will cause the pipeline to fail.

Problem: Core pipeline failure
Resolution
To determine the cause of a deployment failure, use the following steps:
1. Sign in to the AWS Management Console and navigate to the AWS CodePipeline console. Select
AWSAccelerator-Pipeline and ﬁnd the pipeline stage that failed.
2. The pipeline stage will have an AWS CodeBuild project as an action provider. Select the Details link
under the failed status indicator for the action, then choose Link to execution details. This will open
the failed processing of the CodeBuild project.
3. Select the Build logs tab. This will show the output of the CodeBuild project run. Scrolling to the
bottom of this output, you will see an error message. Some common examples are:
• Misconﬁguration or missing properties in the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS conﬁguration ﬁles.
This will cause the Core pipeline to fail in the Build stage. The conﬁguration validator will provide a
speciﬁc error message indicating what caused the property validation to fail.
• CloudFormation deployment error. This could occur in any stack. CloudFormation will provide a
speciﬁc error message indicating what caused the deployment failure.

Note

Regardless of the failure that occurs, build logs will show the following error message at the end
of the execution:
[Container] Phase context status code: COMMAND_EXECUTION_ERROR
Message: Error while executing command: yarn run ts-node --transpileonly cdk.ts --require-approval never $CDK_OPTIONS --config-dir
$CODEBUILD_SRC_DIR_Config --partition aws --app cdk.out. Reason: exit
status 1
This is a generic error message that CodeBuild outputs when the CDK application fails to
complete successfully. When troubleshooting deployment errors, the text prior to this error
message will indicate which resource(s) failed to deploy.
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Problem: Account enrollment and environment
validation failures
When you enroll new or existing accounts in the solution, you may encounter errors during the Prepare
stage of the pipeline. Failures during this stage typically indicate an issue with enrolling the account into
AWS Organizations or AWS Control Tower.
The following are potential errors you may see in Prepare stage build logs when enrolling accounts:

General account enrollment failure
You will receive the following error message when experiencing a general account enrollment failure:
AWSAccelerator-PrepareStack | UPDATE_FAILED |
Custom::CreateControlTowerAccounts | CreateCTAccounts/Resource/Default
(CreateCTAccounts) Received response status [FAILED] from custom resource.
Message returned: Account creation failed. Error: Accounts failed to enroll in
Control Tower. Check Service Catalog Console

Resolution
Complete the following steps when this error occurs:
1. Ensure that the prerequisites listed in Adding an existing account (p. 36) are complete.
2. Navigate to the AWS Service Catalog Management Console from your Management account.
3. Select Provisioned products from the left-hand navigation pane.
4. Choose Account in the Access Filter drop-down menu.
5. The screen will list the reason provisioning failed. Select the Control Tower Account Factory product
that failed provisioning. From the drop-down menu, select Terminate.
6. Navigate to the AWS CloudFormation Management Console.
7. Select the Prepare stack, which will be in the ROLLBACK_FAILED or UPDATE_ROLLBACK_FAILED
state after the account enrollment failure.
8. Select Continue update rollback from the Stack actions dropdown menu. Choose Advanced
troubleshooting. Select the resource with preﬁx CreateCTAccounts*, then choose Continue
update rollback.
9. Await rollback completion.
10.Retry the Prepare stage of AWSAccelerator-Pipeline.

Environment validation error
You will receive the following error message when experiencing an environment validation error:
AWSAccelerator-PrepareStack | UPDATE_FAILED | Custom::ValidateEnvironmentConfig
| ValidateEnvironmentConfig/Resource/Default (ValidateEnvironmentConfig)
Received response status [FAILED] from custom resource. Message returned:
Error: AWS Control Tower has detected that the managed account <account_ID> has
been removed from organization <organization_ID>.
If you have made any changes to your account(s), OU(s), or managed SCPs outside of the Control Tower
Management Console, the solution’s drift detection functionality likely caught these changes and caused
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this error. You cannot run the pipeline until you undo these changes or enroll the changed account(s) or
OU(s) in AWS Control Tower.

Resolution
Complete the following steps when this error occurs:
1. Ensure that all account(s), OU(s), and AWS Control Tower-managed SCPs are properly enrolled in
Control Tower. For more information, please reference Detect and resolve drift in AWS Control Tower
in the AWS Control Tower User Guide.
2. Navigate to the Systems Manager Parameter Store management console from your Management
account.
3. Search for the parameter named /accelerator/controlTower/driftDetected.
4. If the value of this parameter is true, select Edit and change the parameter value to false.
5. Navigate to the AWS CloudFormation Management Console.
6. Select the Prepare stack, which will be in the ROLLBACK_FAILED or UPDATE_ROLLBACK_FAILED
state after the environment validation failure.
7. Select the Stack actions dropdown menu, then choose Continue update rollback. Select Advanced
troubleshooting. Select the resource with preﬁx ValidateEnvironmentConfig*, then choose
Continue update rollback.
8. Await rollback completion.
9. Retry the Prepare stage of AWSAccelerator-Pipeline.

Problem: “S3 bucket name already exists” error
This solution creates several Amazon S3 buckets during deployment. Some of these buckets (such as
those deployed along with the Centralized logging (p. 14) infrastructure) are mandatory. Others (such
as the report destination buckets created for Cost and Usage Reports and AWS Audit Manager) deploy
based on your deﬁned conﬁguration.

Note

By default, Amazon S3 buckets deployed by CloudFormation have a deletion policy that is set to
retain the resources. Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS uses this default policy so that you can
deactivate a service that the solution previously managed and still preserve your data stored in
Amazon S3.
Scenarios that may cause this error include:
1. If you deactivate a solution-managed service and then reactivate it later.
2. If you uninstall the solution and then reinstall it later into the same environment.
These errors result from a standard naming convention for Amazon S3 buckets that this solution
deploys. Because Amazon S3 bucket names must be globally unique, you will receive the error
message if the previous Amazon S3 buckets were not deleted.

Resolution
Complete the following steps when this error occurs:
1. If you’d like to retain the data, make a local copy or copy the data to another Amazon S3 bucket in
your account.
2. Delete the solution-created Amazon S3 bucket that is causing the conﬂict.
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3. Retry the failing AWSAccelerator-Pipeline stage.
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Uninstall the solution
You can uninstall the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution from the AWS Management
Console or by using the AWS Command Line Interface. You must manually delete the S3 buckets and
CloudFormation stacks created by this solution. AWS Solutions Implementations do not automatically
delete these resources in case you have stored data to retain.

Using the AWS Management Console
1. Sign in to the AWS CloudFormation console.
2. On the Stacks page, select the AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack and AWSAccelerator-PipelineStack
stacks.
3. Choose Delete for each stack.

Using AWS Command Line Interface
Determine whether the AWS Command Line Interface (AWS CLI) is available in your environment. For
installation instructions, refer to What Is the AWS Command Line Interface in the AWS CLI User Guide.
After conﬁrming that the AWS CLI is available, run the following commands.
$ aws cloudformation delete-stack --stack-name AWSAccelerator-InstallerStack

$ aws cloudformation delete-stack --stack-name AWSAccelerator-PipelineStack

Deleting the Amazon S3 buckets
This solution is conﬁgured to retain the solution-created Amazon S3 buckets if you decide to delete
the AWS CloudFormation stack to prevent accidental data loss. After uninstalling the solution, you can
manually delete the Amazon S3 buckets if you do not need to retain the data. Follow these steps to
delete the Amazon S3 buckets in each account Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS was conﬁgured to
manage.
1. Sign in to the Amazon S3 console.
2. Choose Buckets from the left navigation pane.
3. Locate the aws-accelerator-* Amazon S3 buckets.
4. Select each Amazon S3 bucket and choose Empty.
5. Select each Amazon S3 bucket and choose Delete.
To delete the Amazon S3 buckets using AWS CLI, run the following command for each bucket:
$ aws s3 rb s3://<bucket-name> --force
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Deleting the CloudFormation stacks
This solution deploys several CloudFormation stacks to each account and AWS Region that is activated
for management by Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS. Each stack deployed by the solution uses the
following naming convention:
AWSAccelerator-<pipeline action>-<account number>-<region>

In order to successfully delete all stacks without running into dependency issues, you must delete
the stacks in the reverse order that they are deployed. You may reference the AWSAcceleratorPipeline (p. 10) section for a list of actions orchestrated by the pipeline. Complete the following steps to
delete each of the stacks:
1. Sign in to the AWS CloudFormation console.
2. On the Stacks page, select this solution’s stack.
3. Choose Delete.
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Developer guide
This section addresses the source code, conﬁguration ﬁles, and administrator tasks for this solution.

Source code
Visit our GitHub repository to download the source ﬁles for this solution and to share your
customizations with others. The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS templates are generated using
the AWS Cloud Development Kit (AWS CDK) (AWS CDK). Refer to the README.md ﬁle for additional
information.

Conﬁguration ﬁles
The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS includes six conﬁguration ﬁles that may be used to customize
the solution. The solution orchestrates the creation of resources and conﬁgurations based on the input
from the conﬁguration ﬁles. Resources are generated using AWS CDK constructs deﬁned in the solution’s
source code. Having your conﬁguration in a Git-compatible repository introduces the following beneﬁts:
• Version control your conﬁguration as you would source code. You can introduce feature branching and
other commonly-used strategies to ensure changes to the environment meet your standards.
• Audit the change history of the conﬁguration ﬁles.
• The ﬁles serve as declarative manifests for your environment’s conﬁguration. What you see is what
you get. The AWSAccelerator-Pipeline sources changes to the main branch of the repository
and orchestrates your deﬁned conﬁguration properties via AWS CodeBuild projects and the AWS CDK
toolkit. Users that make edits to these conﬁguration ﬁles are not required to know how to write code.
• Since the repository is hosted in AWS CodeCommit, AWS IAM can be used to deﬁne which users and
roles can view and/or make changes to the repository. This strategy can be used as a gate for which
members in your organization are allowed to introduce changes to the environment.

Conﬁguration ﬁle descriptions
• accounts-conﬁg.yaml – Used to manage all of the AWS accounts within the AWS Organization. Adding
a new account to this conﬁguration ﬁle will invoke the account creation process from Landing Zone
Accelerator on AWS.
• global-conﬁg.yaml – Used to manage all of the global properties that can be inherited across the AWS
Organization.
• iam-conﬁg.yaml – Used to manage all of the IAM resources across the AWS Organization.
• network-conﬁg.yaml – Used to manage and implement network resources to establish a WAN/LAN
architecture to support cloud operations and application workloads in AWS.
• organization-conﬁg.yaml – Used to manage all of the organization units in the AWS Organization.
• security-conﬁg.yaml – Used to manage conﬁguration of AWS security services.

Conﬁguration ﬁle API reference
A full reference for the Landing Zone Accelerator conﬁguration API is available in the README of the
solution’s GitHub repository.
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Administrator tasks
The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution allows you to automate operational tasks associated with
managing a multi-account environment. This section includes common instructions and examples for
managing your organizational units, accounts, core networking, and security guardrails.

Note

The following samples are not an exhaustive list of what you can deﬁne in the solution
conﬁguration ﬁles. For a full conﬁguration reference, refer to the README ﬁle on GitHub.

Adding an Organizational Unit (OU)
The approach to adding an OU to Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS depends on whether you selected
AWS Control Tower or AWS Organizations as the management tool for your multi-account environment.
If you’re using AWS Control Tower, ﬁrst register the OU in the AWS Control Tower management console.
Refer to Create a new OU in the AWS Control Tower User Guide for more information.
If you’re using AWS Organizations or you completed OU registration in AWS Control Tower, complete the
following steps to add the OU to the accelerator conﬁguration:
1. Open the AWS CodeCommit management console.
1. Select the aws-accelerator-conﬁg repository.
2. Select the organization-conﬁg.yaml ﬁle.
3. Choose Edit.
4. In the organizationalUnits conﬁguration block, append additional itemized OU name(s) and
path(s). For example, to add Testing and Production OUs, your conﬁguration would look like the
following sample:
enable: true
organizationalUnits:
- name: Security
- name: Infrastructure
- name: Testing
- name: Production
serviceControlPolicies: []

Note

When using AWS Organizations, Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS uses the AWS
Organizations API to create and manage your OUs. The additional step for AWS Control
Tower is necessary in order to avoid drift in your landing zone conﬁguration.

Adding a new account
To add an account using Landing Zone Accelerator, update the accounts-config.yaml ﬁle with new
account deﬁnitions. Account names and emails for each account must be unique. You can add new
accounts to the solution conﬁguration using the following steps:
1. Navigate to AWS CodeCommit console.
2. Select the aws-accelerator-conﬁg repository.
3. Select the accounts-config.yaml ﬁle.
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4. Choose Edit.
5. In the workloadAccounts conﬁguration block, append additional account deﬁnition(s). For example,
to add SharedServices and Network accounts to the Infrastructure OU and the TestingWorkload account to the Testing OU, your conﬁguration would look like the following sample:
workloadAccounts:
- name: SharedServices
description: The SharedServices account
email: <shared-services>@example.com <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Infrastructure
- name: Network
description: The Network account
email: <network>@example.com <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Infrastructure
- name: Testing-Workload
description: The Workload account
email: <workload>@example.com <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Testing

Note

For account creation steps speciﬁc to the AWS GovCloud (US) Regions, refer to United States
(US) Federal and Department of Defense (DoD) (p. 42).

Adding an existing account
If your existing account has already been registered with AWS Organizations and AWS Control Tower,
you may follow the steps listed in Adding a new account (p. 35) to add the account to the accelerator
conﬁguration.
If the account has not yet been invited to your organization, follow the steps in Inviting an account to
join your organization in the AWS Organizations User Guide.
For AWS Control Tower-based installations, refer to Prerequisites for enrollment in the AWS Control
Tower User Guide. The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution can enroll the account in AWS Control
Tower for you after you have completed these prerequisites.

Adding a Service Control Policy (SCP)
We recommend that you create a new directory in your aws-accelerator-conﬁg repository to store SCPs.
Follow these steps to add a custom SCP to your multi-account environment:
1. Open the AWS CodeCommit management console.
2. Select the aws-accelerator-conﬁg repository.
3. Choose Create ﬁle.
4. Copy and paste the following policy into the blank box:
{

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "NoInternet",
"Effect": "Deny",
"Action": [
"ec2:CreateInternetGateway",
"ec2:CreateEgressOnlyInternetGateway"
],
"Resource": "*",
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}

]

}

"Condition": {
"ArnNotLike": {
"aws:PrincipalARN": [
"arn:${PARTITION}:iam::*:role/${ACCELERATOR_PREFIX}-*",
"arn:${PARTITION}:iam::*:role/AWSControlTowerExecution",
"arn:${PARTITION}:iam::*:role/cdk-accel-*"
]
}
}

5. For File name, save the ﬁle as service-control-policies/block-internet.json.
6. Enter the Author name and Email address.
7. Choose Commit changes.
8. Select the organization-config.yaml ﬁle.
9. Choose Edit.
10.In the serviceControlPolicies conﬁguration block, append the SCP deﬁnition. For example, to
add the block-internet SCP to the Testing OU, your conﬁguration would look like the following
sample:
serviceControlPolicies:
- name: BlockInternetAccess
description: >
Blocks creating Internet gateways
policy: service-control-policies/block-internet.json
type: customerManaged
deploymentTargets:
organizationalUnits:
- Testing

Adding an AWS Conﬁg rule
You can add managed and custom AWS Conﬁg rules to account(s) and OU(s) within your organization.
Use the following steps to add a rule to your solution conﬁguration:
1. Navigate to AWS CodeCommit console
2. Select the aws-accelerator-conﬁg repository.
3. Open the ﬁle named security-conﬁg.yaml.
4. Add the following lines to the awsConfig conﬁguration block of the security-config.yaml
ﬁle. This example adds the managed rule IAM_USER_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP_CHECK to all accounts
managed by the accelerator:
awsConfig:
enableConfigurationRecorder: true
enableDeliveryChannel: true
ruleSets:
- deploymentTargets:
organizationalUnits:
- Root
rules:
- name: accelerator-iam-user-group-membership-check
complianceResourceTypes:
- AWS::IAM::User
identifier: IAM_USER_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP_CHECK
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Central Security Services
This solution supports the concept of delegated administration for security services such as AWS Security
Hub, Amazon GuardDuty, Amazon Macie, Amazon Detective, and AWS Audit Manager. The solution
makes it easy to conﬁgure your delegated administrator account and set up organization member
accounts to forward their ﬁndings to a central location. Use the following steps to activate central
security services in the solution conﬁguration:
1. Open the AWS CodeCommit management console.
2. Select the aws-accelerator-conﬁg repository.
3. Open the security-config.yaml ﬁle.
4. Add the following lines to the centralSecurityServices conﬁguration block. This example turns
on all supported central security services (except Amazon Detective):

Important

Amazon Detective is not activated in our conﬁguration sample due to a prerequisite that
Amazon GuardDuty is activated for 48 hours prior to activating Amazon Detective. Refer to
Amazon Detective prerequisites and recommendations in the Amazon Detective User Guide for
additional information.

Note

When activating Audit Manager, the service creates an Amazon S3 bucket in your
organization’s Audit account speciﬁcally for Audit Manager reports. This is created for
scenarios where third-party auditors require access to reports. This is a deviation from other
central security services, which send logs to the central logging bucket in your organization’s
Log Archive account.
centralSecurityServices:
delegatedAdminAccount: Audit
ebsDefaultVolumeEncryption:
enable: true
excludeRegions: []
s3PublicAccessBlock:
enable: true
excludeAccounts: []
macie:
enable: true
excludeRegions: []
policyFindingsPublishingFrequency: FIFTEEN_MINUTES
publishSensitiveDataFindings: true
guardduty:
enable: true
excludeRegions: []
s3Protection:
enable: true
excludeRegions: []
exportConfiguration:
enable: true
destinationType: S3
exportFrequency: FIFTEEN_MINUTES
auditManager:
enable: true
excludeRegions: []
defaultReportsConfiguration:
enable: true
destinationType: S3
detective:
enable: false
excludeRegions: []
securityHub:
enable: true
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regionAggregation: true
excludeRegions: []
standards:
- name: AWS Foundational Security Best Practices v1.0.0
enable: true
controlsToDisable:[]
- name: PCI DSS v3.2.1
enable: true
controlsToDisable: []
- name: CIS AWS Foundations Benchmark v1.2.0
enable: true
controlsToDisable:[]

Adding an AWS Transit Gateway
Use the following steps to deploy a Transit Gateway to your multi-account environment:
1. Open the AWS CodeCommit management console.
2. Select the aws-accelerator-conﬁg repository.
3. Open the network-config.yaml ﬁle.
4. Add the following lines to the transitGateways conﬁguration block. This example adds a Transit
Gateway with an AWS Resource Access Manager (AWS RAM) share for the entire organization to the
Network account in the US East (N. Virginia) Region:
transitGateways:
- name: Network-Main
account: Network
region: us-east-1
shareTargets:
organizationalUnits:
- Root
asn: 65521
dnsSupport: enable
vpnEcmpSupport: enable
defaultRouteTableAssociation: disable
defaultRouteTablePropagation: disable
autoAcceptSharingAttachments: enable
routeTables:
- name: Network-Main-Core
routes: []
- name: Network-Main-Segregated
routes: []
- name: Network-Main-Shared
routes: []
- name: Network-Main-Standalone
routes: []

Adding an Amazon VPC
Use the following steps to deploy a VPC to your multi-account environment:
1. Open the AWS CodeCommit management console.
2. Select the aws-accelerator-conﬁg repository.
3. Open the network-config.yaml ﬁle.
4. Add the following lines to the vpcs conﬁguration block. This example adds a VPC with routes for the
Transit Gateway created in Adding an AWS Transit Gateway (p. 39).
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vpcs:
- name: Network-Example
account: Network
region: us-east-1
cidrs:
- 10.1.0.0/22
internetGateway: false
enableDnsHostnames: true
enableDnsSupport: true
instanceTenancy: default
routeTables:
- name: Network-Endpoints-Tgw-A
routes: []
- name: Network-Endpoints-Tgw-B
routes: []
- name: Network-Endpoints-A
routes:
- name: TgwRoute
destination: 0.0.0.0/0
type: transitGateway
target: Network-Main
- name: Network-Endpoints-B
routes:
- name: TgwRoute
destination: 0.0.0.0/0
type: transitGateway
target: Network-Main
subnets:
- name: Network-Endpoints-A
availabilityZone: a
routeTable: Network-Endpoints-A
ipv4CidrBlock: 10.1.0.0/24
- name: Network-Endpoints-B
availabilityZone: b
routeTable: Network-Endpoints-B
ipv4CidrBlock: 10.1.1.0/24
- name: Network-EndpointsTgwAttach-A
availabilityZone: a
routeTable: Network-Endpoints-Tgw-A
ipv4CidrBlock: 10.1.3.208/28
- name: Network-EndpointsTgwAttach-B
availabilityZone: b
routeTable: Network-Endpoints-Tgw-B
ipv4CidrBlock: 10.1.3.224/28
transitGatewayAttachments:
- name: Network-Endpoints
transitGateway:
name: Network-Main
account: Network
routeTableAssociations:
- Network-Main-Shared
routeTablePropagations:
- Network-Main-Core
- Network-Main-Shared
- Network-Main-Segregated
subnets:
- Network-EndpointsTgwAttach-A
- Network-EndpointsTgwAttach-B
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Policy variable replacements
This solution supports the concept of environment variables in policy documents. These variables are
processed at CDK application runtime and are replaced with contextual values based on the execution
environment and, if applicable, user-deﬁned conﬁgurations. The following policy types support variable
replacements:
• AWS Organization policies (SCPs, tag policies, backup policies)
• AWS IAM policies
• AWS KMS key policies
Policy variable replacements support the following variable keys:
• ${ACCELERATOR_DEFAULT_PREFIX_SHORTHAND} – Shorthand version of the preﬁx applied to
solution-provisioned resources (as of v1.3.0, this value is AWSA)
• ${ACCELERATOR_PREFIX_ND} – Preﬁx applied to solution-provisioned resources without dashes
• ${ACCELERATOR_PREFIX_LND} – Preﬁx applied to solution-provisioned resources in lowercase and
without dashes
• ${ACCELERATOR_PREFIX} – Preﬁx applied to solution-provisioned resources (as of v1.3.0, this value
is AWSAccelerator)
• ${ACCOUNT_ID} – Account ID the policy is deployed to
• ${AUDIT_ACCOUNT_ID} – Account ID of the Audit account
• ${HOME_REGION} – AWS Region the solution is deployed to
• ${LOGARCHIVE_ACCOUNT_ID} – Account ID of the Log Archive account
• ${MANAGEMENT_ACCOUNT_ACCESS_ROLE} – Role name that the solution uses for cross-account
access (for example, AWSControlTowerExecution)
• ${MANAGEMENT_ACCOUNT_ID} – Account ID of the Management account
• ${PARTITION} – Partition that the policy is deployed to
• ${REGION} – AWS Region that the policy is deployed to
The following policy sample shows how you can implement the variables:
{

}

"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "DenyAllAWSServicesExceptBreakglassRoles",
"Effect": "Deny",
"Action": "*",
"Resource": "*",
"Condition": {
"ArnNotLike": {
"aws:PrincipalArn": [
"arn:${PARTITION}:iam::*:role/${MANAGEMENT_ACCOUNT_ACCESS_ROLE}",
"arn:${PARTITION}:iam::*:role/aws*",
"arn:${PARTITION}:iam::*:role/${ACCELERATOR_PREFIX}*",
"arn:${PARTITION}:iam::*:role/cdk-accel-*"
]
}
}
}
]
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Support for speciﬁc regions and
industries
Because many of our customers must follow speciﬁc regional and industry guidelines for security and
compliance, we include speciﬁc notes in this section regarding use of this solution to support alignment
with:
• United States (US) Federal and Department of Defense (DoD) (p. 42)
• US aerospace (p. 55)
• US state and local government Central IT (p. 56)
• United Kingdom (UK) National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) (p. 57)
• Canadian Centre for Cyber Security (CCCS) Cloud Medium (p. 63)
• Trusted Secure Enclaves Sensitive Edition (TSE-SE) for National Security, Defence, and National Law
Enforcement (p. 64)
• Healthcare (p. 65)
• Elections (p. 66)
• Finance (tax) (p. 67)

United States (US) Federal and Department of
Defense (DoD)
We architected this solution to follow the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Cloud Computing
Security Requirements Guide (CC SRG) for hosting Impact Level (IL)4 and IL5 workloads in the cloud
when deployed in AWS GovCloud (US) Regions. Using this solution, you can deploy an architecture
baseline that accommodates US Federal and DoD requirements to rapidly achieve Authority to Operate
(ATO).

Note

While the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution can help you align with frameworks and
best practices, customers are responsible for their own ATO readiness.
An installation into AWS GovCloud (US) Regions is treated as an independent installation of the Landing
Zone Accelerator on AWS solution. You can use this solution to manage your corresponding standard
AWS environment, resulting in two concurrent Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS-based environments
that you can manage in a uniﬁed way.

Note

Not all AWS services are available in all Regions, including the AWS GovCloud (US) Regions. We
update our AWS Regional Services list daily with which services are available in which Regions.

Prerequisites
To launch the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution, verify the following:
• The account used to launch the solution is allowed to access AWS GovCloud (US) Regions.
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• You are authorized to create accounts in the AWS GovCloud (US) Regions. For more information on the
AWS GovCloud (US) Regions, refer to the AWS GovCloud (US) User Guide.
• You have an account in an AWS GovCloud (US) Region that is paired with a management account of an
organization in a standard AWS Region.

Architecture

Figure 7: Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS architecture in AWS GovCloud(US) Regions

Deployment options for AWS GovCloud (US)
workloads
We base the following options on amount of access type of workloads:
• Option 1 (p. 44) – Deploy to new standard and AWS GovCloud (US) accounts. This is recommended
for customers who are planning to host workloads in both standard and AWS GovCloud (US) Regions.
Both Region types will have a Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS.
• Option 2 (p. 51) – Deploy on new AWS GovCloud (US) accounts. This environment has access to
both standard and AWS GovCloud (US) Regions. To create new AWS GovCloud (US) accounts, you
can use the CreateGovCloudAccount API with AWS Service Catalog to create new accounts in the
standard Region and add these new accounts into the solution in the AWS GovCloud (US) Region. You
only use the standard Region to vend new accounts; no workloads are present in the standard Region.
• Option 3 (p. 55) – Deploy on existing AWS GovCloud (US) accounts. In this option, users have access
to AWS GovCloud (US) only and cannot create their own AWS GovCloud (US) accounts. In this situation,
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AWS GovCloud (US) accounts are provided by third-party providers like partners or resellers. If AWS
Organizations is enabled in the management account with administrative permissions, then you can
deploy the solution.
For more details, refer to Design considerations.

Option 1: Deploy to new standard and AWS GovCloud (US)
accounts
Deploying this solution with the default parameters builds the following environment in the AWS
GovCloud (US) Region(s).

Note

Currently, you are required to use us-gov-west-1 as your home Region because dependent
services are only available in us-gov-west-1. To use the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS to
deploy resources into us-gov-east-1, add the Region to the activated Region list, and specify
the Region as a deployment target when deﬁning your conﬁguration resources.
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Figure 8: Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS architecture – AWS GovCloud (US) deployment
The AWS CloudFormation template includes a set of conﬁguration ﬁles that have been speciﬁcally
customized for AWS GovCloud (US) Regions. By following these instructions, you can deploy an
environment that includes:
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1. Use of AWS Control Tower to manage and govern your AWS standard accounts.

Note

In this implementation guide, the terms “AWS standard account” and “AWS standard Region”
mean “AWS account that is not in an AWS GovCloud (US) Region” and “AWS Region that is not
an AWS GovCloud (US) Region.”
2. A deployment of the solution in your AWS standard accounts (refer to the left side of Figure 8),
allowing you to activate additional security features and guardrails into your AWS standard accounts
and providing you the ability to generate AWS GovCloud (US) accounts.
3. A deployment of the solution in your AWS GovCloud (US) accounts (refer to the right side of
Figure 8) with the AWS best practices conﬁguration of security services and an AWS best practicesrecommended network topology. This conﬁguration is architected to follow the US Department of
Defense (DoD) Cloud Computing Security Requirements Guide (CC SRG) for hosting Impact Level
(IL)4 and IL5 workloads in the cloud. Using this conﬁguration, you can quickly deploy an architecture
baseline that accommodates US federal and DoD requirements to rapidly achieve Authority to
Operate (ATO). In addition, this solution is architected to support and accelerate DoD Cybersecurity
Maturity Model Certiﬁcation (CMMC) readiness.

Important

Do not use the AWS standard account paired to AWS GovCloud (US) accounts to host any
workloads.

Step 1. Deploy the solution in your AWS standard Management account and
create AWS GovCloud (US) accounts
1. Create an AWS standard account that is allowed to access AWS GovCloud (US) Region(s) and is the
AWS Organizations Management account.
2. Set up and verify AWS Organizations via email. (This step is optional but saves time in AWS Control
Tower setup [Step 1.3].)
3. Set up AWS Control Tower using the standard AWS standard Management account (p. 21). (For a
new environment, AWS Control Tower creates a LogArchive account and an Audit/Security Tooling
account.)
4. After successfully setting up AWS Control Tower, set up Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS in your AWS
standard account.

Note

When setting up AWS Control Tower, you can deﬁne an additional OU. We recommend that
you change the default value from Sandbox to Infrastructure because our recommended
conﬁguration ﬁles assume the existence of an Infrastructure OU. If you omit this step, add
(and enroll in AWS Control Tower) an Infrastructure OU to your AWS Organization.
5. In AWS Control Tower, create an OU for all of your AWS GovCloud (US) accounts. (This implementation
guide uses GovCloud as an example OU.) Ensure that the OU is enrolled in AWS Control Tower before
continuing to the next step.
6. Update the organization-config.yaml ﬁle in the aws-accelerator-config AWS CodeCommit
repository to make the new OU visible to Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS. Run the Landing Zone
Accelerator on AWS pipeline with this change.
enable: true
organizationalUnits:
- name: Security
- name: Infrastructure
- name: GovCloud
serviceControlPolicies: []
taggingPolicies: []
backupPolicies: []
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7. After the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS pipeline completes, create new AWS GovCloud
(US) accounts using the enableGovCloud ﬁeld in the workloadAccounts deﬁnition. These
are AWS GovCloud accounts paired to your AWS standard account. You must specify these
under workloadAccounts:. The following is a sample account conﬁguration.
# commercial accounts-config.yaml
mandatoryAccounts:
- name: Management
description: >The management (primary) account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory
account.
email: < landing-zone-management-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Root
- name: LogArchive
description: >The log archive account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory account.
email: <commercial-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
- name: Audit
description: >The security audit account (also referred to as the audit account). Do not change
the name field for this mandatory account.
email: <commercial-audit-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
workloadAccounts:
- name: LogArchiveGC # referred to as LogArchive in the GovCloud account-config.yaml
description: The log archive account for GovCloud.
email: <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
# this OU has all GovCloud accounts.
# OU was created from Control Tower
# in organization-config.yaml this OU was added.
organizationalUnit: GovCloud
# enableGovCloud is a one-time non-reversible option
# which only works with creation of new accounts
enableGovCloud: true
- name: AuditGC # referred to as LogArchive in the GovCloud account-config.yaml
description: The security audit account (also referred to as the audit account) for
GovCloud.
email: <govCloud-audit-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: GovCloud
enableGovCloud: true

The solution creates paired accounts which are joined in AWS Organizations in the AWS standard
Region. These accounts will have a cross-account assume role in the AWS GovCloud (US) Region(s) but
will not be a part of the AWS GovCloud (US) Organization.
8. Add new AWS GovCloud (US) accounts to the accounts-config.yaml ﬁle in the AWS standard
Region and run the solution pipeline.

Note

We highly recommend that you vend all AWS GovCloud (US) accounts from the Landing Zone
Accelerator on AWS solution.
9. After the pipeline completes, navigate to AWS Organizations console page to retrieve the commercial
account IDs of the newly created accounts.
10.Navigate to the AWS GovCloud (US) account mapping table in Amazon DynamoDB. Find the
table name from AWS Systems Manager parameter (SSM parameter) /accelerator/preparestack/govCloudAccountMappingTableName. In that table, look up rows with commercial
account IDs from the previous step. The AWS GovCloud (US) account IDs are shown under the
govCloudAccountId column. You need these AWS GovCloud (US) account IDs to onboard AWS
GovCloud (US) accounts.
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Step 2. Deploy the solution in your AWS GovCloud (US) Management account
1. Log in to the AWS GovCloud (US) Management account.
2. Set up and verify AWS Organizations.
3. Deploy the solution (p. 21) in the AWS GovCloud (US) Management account. The input into the
installer stack for LogArchive and Audit accounts will be the AWS GovCloud (US) accounts vended
from the linked AWS standard account. (This implementation guide uses <govCloud-auditemail@example.com> and <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> as example
accounts.)
4. The pipeline fails in the Prepare step because the LogArchive and Audit accounts are not present. Add
the AWS GovCloud (US) account IDs from step 1.10 under the accountIds section in the accountsconfig.yaml ﬁle. This automatically invites the new accounts into the organization. The following is
an example conﬁguration for AWS GovCloud (US).
# govCloud accounts-config.yaml
mandatoryAccounts:
- name: Management
description: >The management (primary) account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory
account.
email: <landing-zone-management-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Root
- name: LogArchive
description: >The log archive account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory account.
# pre-populated from input in installer stack.
# vended govCloud account email for log archive
email: <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
- name: Audit
description: >The security audit account (also referred to as the audit account). Do not change
the name field for this mandatory account.
# pre-populated from input in installer stack.
# vended govCloud account email for audit
email: <govCloud-audit-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
workloadAccounts: []
accountIds:
- email: <landing-zone-management-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '000000000000' <----- UPDATE GOVCLOUD ACCOUNT ID from Commercial
GovCloud mapping table
- email: <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '111111111111' <----- UPDATE GOVCLOUD ACCOUNT ID from Commercial
GovCloud mapping table
- email: <govCloud-audit-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '222222222222' <----- UPDATE GOVCLOUD ACCOUNT ID from Commercial
GovCloud mapping table

Note

Even though the account names are not LogArchive and Audit, you must still use those terms
in the accounts-config.yaml. Do not change the mandatory account names in the conﬁg
ﬁle. Input the correct email addresses associated with the AWS GovCloud (US) LogArchive
and Audit accounts.
5. Conﬁrm that mandatory accounts (LogArchive and Audit) were invited in the AWS Organizations
Management account. These accounts were vended from the AWS standard Region solution
installation.
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Note

The account names shown in AWS Organizations correspond to what was speciﬁed in
the accounts-config.yaml ﬁle in the AWS standard Region. For example, if using the
guidance in the previous step, the names will be LogArchiveGC and AuditGC.
6. Change controlTower to false in the AWS GovCloud (US) conﬁg AWS CodeCommit
repository global-config.yaml ﬁle and run the pipeline. An example is shown below.
homeRegion: us-gov-west-1
enabledRegions:
- us-gov-west-1
managementAccountAccessRole: AWSControlTowerExecution
cloudwatchLogRetentionInDays: 3653
controlTower:
enable: false
logging:
account: LogArchive
cloudtrail:
enable: false
organizationTrail: false
sessionManager:
sendToCloudWatchLogs: false
sendToS3: false
excludeRegions: []
excludeAccounts: []

7. When the pipeline completes, create a Security OU in AWS Organizations, then move the LogArchive
and Audit accounts into the Security OU via the AWS Management Console or CLI.

Note

The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS does not create OUs or move accounts between OUs
in the AWS GovCloud (US) Regions; rather, it checks for proper account mapping in the AWS
Organization and continues with the automation. Create the OU manually and move the
account to the respective OU.

Step 3. Update the conﬁguration ﬁle in your AWS standard account to create
new AWS GovCloud (US) accounts
1. Using the AWS standard account, update the accounts-config.yaml ﬁle to have two new accounts
with the enableGovCloud option, as shown in the following sample.
# commercial accounts-config.yaml
mandatoryAccounts:
- name: Management
description: >The management (primary) account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory
account.
email: <landing-zone-management-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Root
- name: LogArchive
description: >The log archive account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory account.
email: <commercial-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
- name: Audit
description: >The security audit account (also referred to as the audit account). Do not change
the name field for this mandatory account.
email: <commercial-audit-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
workloadAccounts:
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- name: LogArchiveGC # referred to as LogArchive in the GovCloud account-config.yaml
description: The log archive account for GovCloud.
email: <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
# this OU has all GovCloud accounts.
# OU was created from Control Tower
# in organization-config.yaml this OU was added.
organizationalUnit: GovCloud
# enableGovCloud is a one-time non-reversible option
# which only works with creation of new accounts
enableGovCloud: true
- name: AuditGC # referred to as Audit in the GovCloud account-config.yaml
description: The security audit account (also referred to as the audit account) for
GovCloud.
email: <govCloud-audit-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: GovCloud
enableGovCloud: true
- name: SharedServicesGC # referred to as SharedServices in the GovCloud accountconfig.yaml
description: Shared services account for GovCloud.
email: <govCloud-shared-services-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: GovCloud
enableGovCloud: true
- name: NetworkGC # referred to as Network in the GovCloud account-config.yaml
description: Network account for GovCloud.
email: <govCloud-network-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: GovCloud
enableGovCloud: true

2. After the commit, conﬁrm that the pipeline runs successfully.
3. From the AWS GovCloud (US) mapping table, retrieve the AWS GovCloud (US) account ID for the
SharedServicesGC and NetworkGC accounts.

Step 4. Conﬁgure solution in AWS GovCloud (US) Region(s) to create new
accounts
1. Log in to the AWS GovCloud (US) Management account.
2. Create the OU “Infrastructure” in AWS Organizations manually via the AWS Management Console or
CLI.
3. Add the SharedServices and Network accounts as shown in the following sample.
# govCloud accounts-config.yaml
mandatoryAccounts:
- name: Management
description: >The management (primary) account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory
account.
email: <landing-zone-management-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Root
- name: LogArchive
description: >The log archive account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory account.
email: <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
- name: Audit
description: >The security audit account (also referred to as the audit account). Do not change
the name field for this mandatory account.
email: <govCloud-audit-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
workloadAccounts:
- name: SharedServices
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description: Shared services account for GovCloud.
email: <govCloud-shared-services-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Infrastructure
- name: Network
description: Network account for GovCloud.
email: <govCloud-network-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Infrastructure
accountIds:
- email: <landing-zone-management-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '000000000000' <----- UPDATE GOVCLOUD ACCOUNT ID from Commercial
GovCloud mapping table
- email: <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '111111111111' <----- UPDATE GOVCLOUD ACCOUNT ID from Commercial
GovCloud mapping table
- email: <govCloud-audit-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '222222222222' <----- UPDATE GOVCLOUD ACCOUNT ID from Commercial
GovCloud mapping table
- email: <govCloud-shared-services-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '333333333333'
- email: <govCloud-network-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '444444444444'

4. Add the new OU in the organization-conﬁg as shown in the following sample.
enable: true
organizationalUnits:
- name: Security
- name: Infrastructure
serviceControlPolicies: []
taggingPolicies: []
backupPolicies: []

5. After the commit, conﬁrm that the pipeline runs successfully.
6. Move the SharedServices and Network accounts into the Infrastructure OU via the AWS Management
Console or CLI.

Option 2: Deploy on new AWS GovCloud (US) accounts
Deploying the solution in this pattern allows users to have workloads in AWS GovCloud (US) Regions
only. The standard Region on the left is used to create AWS GovCloud (US) using Service Catalog.

Note

This deployment assumes that you want to limit your use of standard AWS Regions, and it
includes steps to incorporate AWS Organizations Service Control Policies (SCPs) that limit what
the AWS standard accounts can do. If you also want to use standard AWS Regions (such as a
US DoD customer that wants to run IL2 workloads in AWS US East/West Regions and IL4/IL5
workloads in AWS GovCloud [US] Regions through a shared AWS standard Management billing
account), AWS recommends that you create new AWS standard accounts speciﬁcally for AWS
standard Region usage.
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Figure 9: Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS architecture – AWS GovCloud (US) account deployment

Step 1. Launch the stack
1. Ensure that all prerequisites (p. 21) are complete. Ensure that you’ve set up AWS Organizations and
that the account where the stack is launched can run the CreateGovCloudAccount API. See For
AWS Organizations based installation (without AWS Control Tower) for more information.
2. Sign in to the AWS Management Console of your organization’s management account and select the
following button to launch the AWSAccelerator-GovCloudAccountVending AWS CloudFormation
template.

AWSAcceleratorGovCloudAccountVending.template − Use this template to launch the AWS GovCloud (US) account
vending component.
3. On the Create stack page, verify that the correct template URL is in the Amazon S3 URL text box and
choose Next.
4. On the Specify stack details page, assign a name to your solution stack. We recommend you name
your stack AWSAccelerator-GovCloudAccountVending to match the naming convention used
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for additional stacks that the solution will create. For information about naming character limitations,
refer to IAM and STS quotas in the AWS Identity and Access Management User Guide.
5. Choose Next.
6. On the Conﬁgure stack options page, choose Next.
7. On the Review page, review and conﬁrm the settings. Check the box acknowledging that the template
will create IAM resources.
8. Choose Create stack to deploy the stack.

Step 2. Use AWS Service Catalog to launch the product
1. In the AWS Management Console upper left section, select Services and then select AWS Service
Catalog.
2. Ensure that the in-use IAM resource that has permissions to access the portfolio Landing Zone
Accelerator on AWS. Refer to Grant Access to Users in Service Catalog Administrator Guide.
3. In the left-hand navigation menu, under Provisioning, choose Products.
4. In Products, choose a Landing Zone Accelerator on A–S - GovCloud Account Vending product and then
Launch product.
5. In Provisioned product name, enter or generate a name (for example,
Landing_Zone_Accelerator_GovCloud_Account_LogArchive).
6. In Product versions, choose a version of the product (for example, v1.0.0).
7. In Parameters, specify the following parameters:
• Account Name – Name of account (for example, Accelerator Log Archive Account)
• Account Email – Valid email address (for example, example+log-archive@amazon.com)
• Organization Role Name – Name of the IAM role that AWS Organizations automatically preconﬁgures in the new member accounts in both the AWS GovCloud (US) Regions and in the
standard Region (for example, OrganizationAccountAccessRole)
8. Choose Launch product.
9. On the Review page, review the conﬁguration information, and select LAUNCH. This creates a
CloudFormation stack. The initial status of the product is shown as Under change. Wait for about ten
minutes, and then refresh the screen until the status changes to AVAILABLE.

Step 3. Get account IDs
1. In the AWS Management Console upper left section, select Services and then select AWS Service
Catalog.
2. In the left-hand navigation menu, under Provisioning, choose Provisioned products.
3. In Provisioned Products, choose the product that you created in step 3.8.
4. Choose Events.
5. Under the Provisioned products output, get the GovCloudAccountId and AccountId, which
correspond to the AWS GovCloud (US) account ID and standard account ID, respectively.

Step 4. Deploy the solution in your AWS GovCloud (US) Management account
1. Log in to the AWS GovCloud (US) Management account.
2. Set up and verify AWS Organizations.
3. Deploy the solution in the AWS GovCloud (US) Management account. The input into the installer
stack for LogArchive and Audit accounts will be the AWS GovCloud (US) accounts vended
from the linked AWS standard account. (This implementation guide uses <govCloud-audit53
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email@example.com> and <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> as example
accounts.)
4. The pipeline fails in the Prepare step because the LogArchive and Audit accounts are not present.
Add the AWS GovCloud (US) account IDs from step 4.5 under the accountIds section in accountsconfig.yaml. This automatically invites the new accounts into the organization. The following is an
example conﬁguration for AWS GovCloud (US).
# govCloud accounts-config.yaml
mandatoryAccounts:
- name: Management
description: >The management (primary) account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory
account.
email: <landing-zone-management-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Root
- name: LogArchive
description: >The log archive account. Do not change the name field for this mandatory account.
# pre-populated from input in installer stack.
# vended govCloud account email for log archive
email: <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
- name: Audit
description: >The security audit account (also referred to as the audit account). Do not change
the name field for this mandatory account.
# pre-populated from input in installer stack.
# vended govCloud account email for audit
email: <govCloud-audit-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
organizationalUnit: Security
workloadAccounts: []
accountIds:
- email: <landing-zone-management-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '000000000000' <----- UPDATE GOVCLOUD ACCOUNT ID from Service Catalog
Product Output GovCloudAccountId step 4.5
- email: <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '111111111111' <----- UPDATE GOVCLOUD ACCOUNT ID from Service Catalog
Product Output GovCloudAccountId step 4.5
- email: <govCloud-log-archive-email@example.com> <----- UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS
accountId: '222222222222' <----- UPDATE GOVCLOUD ACCOUNT ID from Service Catalog
Product Output GovCloudAccountId step 4.5

Note

Even though the account names are not LogArchive and Audit, you must still use those
terms in the accounts-config.yaml ﬁle. Do not change the mandatory account names
in the conﬁg ﬁle. Input the correct email addresses associated with the AWS GovCloud (US)
LogArchive and Audit accounts.
5. Conﬁrm that mandatory accounts (LogArchive and Audit) were invited in the AWS Organizations
Management account. These accounts were vended from the AWS standard Region solution
installation.

Note

The account names shown in AWS Organizations correspond to what was speciﬁed in the
accounts-conﬁg.yaml ﬁle in the AWS standard Region.
6. Change controlTower to false in the AWS GovCloud (US) conﬁg AWS CodeCommit
repository global-config.yaml ﬁle and run the pipeline. An example is shown below.
homeRegion: us-gov-west-1
enabledRegions:
- us-gov-west-1
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managementAccountAccessRole: AWSControlTowerExecution
cloudwatchLogRetentionInDays: 3653
controlTower:
enable: false
logging:
account: LogArchive
cloudtrail:
enable: false
organizationTrail: false
sessionManager:
sendToCloudWatchLogs: false
sendToS3: false
excludeRegions: []
excludeAccounts: []

7. When the pipeline completes, create a Security OU in AWS Organizations, then move the LogArchive
and Audit accounts into the Security OU via the AWS Management Console or CLI.

Note

The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS does not create OUs or move accounts between OUs
in the AWS GovCloud (US) Regions; rather, it checks for proper account mapping in the AWS
Organization and continues with the automation. Create the OU manually and move the
account to the respective OU.
To add more accounts, repeat steps 3 and 4, then steps 5.3 and 5.4 in this section, and update the
accounts under workload accounts in accounts-config.yaml.

Option 3: Deploy on existing AWS GovCloud (US) accounts
If you do not have access to a standard Region to create new AWS GovCloud (US) accounts, work with
your third party to request them. Then follow the instructions in Deploy the solution (p. 21).

US aerospace
We built the US aerospace conﬁguration for the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution to follow the
Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP), National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) 800-53(5), NIST 800-171 Rev.2, and CMMC Level 2 common compliance framework
control requirements. See the US Federal and DoD section (p. 43) for an overview of what this
conﬁguration deploys.

Important

This conﬁguration is not intended to be feature complete or fully compliant, but rather to
help accelerate cloud migrations and cloud refactoring eﬀorts by entities serving aerospace
organizations. While this conﬁguration can help you reduce the eﬀort required to manually
build a production-ready infrastructure, you will still need to tailor it to your unique business
needs.
This section provides speciﬁc guidelines for deploying this solution to support US aerospace use cases.
If you are deploying the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution in an aerospace environment, please
consult with your AWS team to understand controls to meet your requirements. See Deployment
options for AWS GovCloud (US) workloads (p. 43) for AWS GovCloud (US)-speciﬁc deployment
instructions.

Security controls
This aerospace conﬁguration aligns with the default best practices conﬁguration for AWS GovCloud (US).
It establishes minimum IAM password requirements that exceeds NIST’s 800-63B password guidance
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that establishes a minimum password length of eight characters. Review the conﬁguration details to
determine conformance with your organization’s compliance requirements if they extend beyond the
control frameworks’ prescribed guidance.

Note

Review the conﬁguration details to determine conformance with your organization’s compliance
requirements if they extend beyond the control frameworks’ prescribed guidance.
You can use the conﬁguration to activate additional security services, such as Amazon Macie. The
conﬁguration establishes detective guardrails through the use of Security Hub and Conﬁg, which deploy
managed Conﬁg rules. These rules evaluate whether the conﬁguration settings of your AWS resources
comply with common best practices.
The AWS GovCloud (US) conﬁguration README ﬁle provides a sample mapping between FedRAMP
control requirements and AWS-managed Conﬁg rules. We based this mapping on the available managed
Conﬁg rules within the AWS GovCloud (US)-West Region at the time of publication. Many frameworks are
similar and have overlapping requirements, and you can apply the same managed Conﬁg rules to other
compliance frameworks, such as CMMC.

US state and local government Central IT
We built the US state and local government Central IT conﬁguration to provide additional guardrails
to help mitigate against the threats faced by central IT organizations. Because of the variation in IT
workloads and missions across state and local agencies, central IT organizations must be aware of
numerous compliance frameworks, including IRS Publication 1075, FedRAMP, and HIPAA. The bulk of
these frameworks lean on NIST 800-53 rev 5 as a foundation for their compliance standards. As a result,
this solution’s central IT best practice conﬁguration uses AWS controls from the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework as starting point and includes the optional HIPAA-aligned control conﬁgurations from the
healthcare conﬁguration.

Important

This conﬁguration is not intended to be feature complete or fully compliant, but rather to
help accelerate cloud migrations and cloud refactoring eﬀorts by entities serving central IT
organizations. While this conﬁguration can help you reduce the eﬀort required to manually
build a production-ready infrastructure, you will still need to tailor it to your unique business
needs.
This section provides speciﬁc guidelines for deploying this solution to support central IT use cases
by articulating how to leverage other industries like healthcare. If you are deploying the Landing
Zone Accelerator on AWS solution in a central IT environment, please consult with your AWS team to
understand controls to meet your requirements.

Security controls
We built the central IT conﬁguration ﬁles to align with the default solution best practices sample
conﬁguration for AWS. The central IT conﬁguration deviates from the best practices by deﬁning the
organization structure. It leverages compliance aspects from the healthcare conﬁguration, such as the
HIS OU.
We built these controls as detective and preventive guardrails in the AWS environment through AWS
Conﬁg rules and SCPs. The organization-config.yaml ﬁle includes sections for declaring SCPs,
tagging policies, and backup policies. SCPs are speciﬁc to your organization and its workloads, so we
recommend reviewing and modifying them to meet your requirements. We provide sample policies for
the following:
• Service Control Policies – The service-control-policies/guardrails-3.json ﬁle provides
an SCP that prevents accounts from leaving your organization or disabling block public access. The
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service-control-policies/scp-hlc-hipaa-service.json policy is an example of a policy
that you can use to ensure that only HIPAA-eligible services can be used in a speciﬁc OU or account.

Note

Note: The conﬁguration does not automatically update SCPs. You must incorporate changes
to the HIPAA-eligible service list.
• Tagging Policies – The tagging-policies/org-tag-policy.json and tagging-policies/
healthcare-org-tag-policy.json ﬁles provide sample tagging policies showing how you can
extend policies to deﬁne the following and enforce them to speciﬁc AWS services:
• Environment Type for production, QA, and development workloads
• Data Classification to track sensitive and non-sensitive workloads such as PHI and Company
Conﬁdential
We recommend that you edit the sample policy to reﬂect your own organization’s cost centers and other
taxonomy so that resources provisioned with deﬁned tags align with the pattern speciﬁc to your business
requirements.
The security-config.yaml conﬁguration ﬁle establishes the use of multiple security services and
conﬁgurations such as AWS Conﬁg, Amazon GuardDuty, and AWS Security Hub. Because the NIST
800-53 rev5 framework is foundational for most compliance regulations, the central IT conﬁguration
aligns with the Operational Best Practices for NIST 800-53 rev 5 Conformance Pack. This conﬁguration
applies 15 additional incremental AWS Conﬁg rules at the Root OU, which are inherited throughout the
environment.
Other OUs have additional AWS Conﬁg rules to align with additional frameworks. For example, the HIS
OU has additional AWS Conﬁg rules added that align with the Operational Best Practices for HIPAA
Security Conformance Pack. Review the conﬁguration details to determine conformance with your
organization’s compliance requirements if they extend beyond the control frameworks’ prescribed
guidance.
The network-config.yaml conﬁguration ﬁle establishes the use of network services such as AWS
Transit Gateway and AWS Network Firewall. The US state and local government Central IT conﬁguration
leverages a central inspection VPC to meet potential compliance needs.

United Kingdom (UK) National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC)
The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) published cloud security guidance to enable cloud users to
store and process data in the cloud, or use cloud platforms to build and host their own services securely.
This section details how the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS best practices sample conﬁguration can
help you meet the requirements set out by the NCSC. Where necessary, this section provides additional
controls that you can add to your solution to meet NCSC's guidance.
In addition to this solution, your security posture also depends on your speciﬁc usage of AWS services.
AWS has more than 200 services, which will not all be appropriate for all workloads. Based on speciﬁc
service adoption, consider adding speciﬁc security controls based on your unique requirements.

Note

Details about security of the cloud are contained in AWS third-party security and compliance
reports in AWS Artifact.

Principle 1: Data in transit protection
User data transiting networks should be adequately protected against tampering and eavesdropping. Data
in transit protection should be achieved through a combination of:
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• encryption – denying your attacker the ability to read or modify data
• network protection – denying your attacker the ability to intercept data
• authentication – denying your attacker the ability to impersonate the service
To meet the requirements of this principle, you can implement following controls in addition to the
solution’s best practices sample conﬁguration:
• Amazon S3 only – Enforce a minimum of Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 through a service control
policy (SCP) that denies all actions if s3:TLSVersion is less than 1.2.
• Amazon S3 Object Lambda only – Enforce a minimum of TLS 1.2 through an SCP that that denies all
actions if s3-object-lambda:TlsVersion is less than 1.2.
• Amazon ElastiCache only – Enforce TLS for the CreateReplicationGroup operation through an
SCP that denies the action if elasticache:TransitEncryptionEnabled is false.

Principle 2: Asset protection and resilience
Your data (and the assets storing or processing it) should be adequately protected.
Data types that are often overlooked include credentials, conﬁguration data, derived metadata and logs.
These must also be appropriately protected.
You should consider:
1. Physical location and legal jurisdiction
2. Data centre security
3. Data encryption
4. Data sanitation and equipment disposal
5. Physical resilience and availability
This solution’s best practices sample conﬁguration meets the requirements of this principle through the
following controls:
• Conﬁgure AWS Control Tower to prohibit access to AWS services in certain Regions (for example,
Regions located in geographies with no data access agreement with the UK).
• AWS Control Tower enables and conﬁgures AWS Conﬁg to track the deployment and conﬁguration of
AWS resources. Providing a conﬁguration management database that customers can use for visibility
and undertaking speciﬁc automated audits can help ensure compliance.
• This solution implements detective compliance controls to ensure alignment to asset protection (for
example, controls like identifying unencrypted storage and load balancers not conﬁgured to export
access logs to the central archive account or endpoints without TLS encryption).
For additional security, you can implement the following controls:
• Disallow certain AWS artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) services to store and use customer content processed by
those services for the development and continuous improvement of other AWS services.
• Enforce encryption at rest by denying creation of or updates to certain resources unless they are
encrypted. You can do this by adding the following conditions to the SCPs.
• Amazon EC2 by setting "ec2:Encrypted": "true"
• Amazon EFS by setting "elasticfilesystem:Encrypted": "true"
• Amazon RDS by setting "rds:StorageEncrypted": "true"
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• Amazon S3 by setting "s3:x-amz-server-side-encryption": "aws:kms"
• Amazon ElastiCache by setting "elasticache:AtRestEncryptionEnabled": "true"

Principle 3: Separation between customers
Separation techniques ensure a customer's service can't access or aﬀect the service (or data) of another.
You rely on security boundaries implemented by your cloud provider to ensure that:
• you can control who can access your data, and how
• the service is robust enough to defend against another customer having malicious code in their instance
of the service
AWS conﬁguration for security of the cloud can help you meet the requirements of this principle. We
recommend reviewing the Logical Separation on AWS whitepaper for details on implementation. Further
information is contained within AWS security and compliance documents, such as AWS ISO certiﬁcations,
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and System and Organization Control (SOC) reports. You can download
these reports through AWS Artifact.

Principle 4: Governance framework
A governance framework is vital to co-ordinate and direct the management of the service.
An eﬀective governance framework will ensure that procedural, personnel, physical and technical controls
continue to work through the lifetime of a service. It should also respond to changes in the service,
technological developments, and the appearance of new threats.
To understand the broader governance that AWS implements for its service management, see AWS
security and compliance documents, such as AWS ISO certiﬁcations, Payment Card Industry (PCI), and
System and Organization Control (SOC) reports. You can download these reports through AWS Artifact.
Governance is equally important within your environment. We designed the prescriptive architecture
(separation of security, logging, and core networking functions into isolated accounts) and controls
(refer to Principle 5 (p. 59)) implemented by this solution to help you gain visibility into your AWS
resources, centrally implement automated controls, and establish and enforce governance across your
cloud environments.

Principle 5: Operational security
Services must be operated and managed in a way to impede, detect or prevent attacks.
Good operational security should not require complex, bureaucratic, time consuming or expensive processes.
The aspects to consider are:
1. Vulnerability management
2. Protective monitoring
3. Incident management
4. Conﬁguration and change management
This solution’s best practices sample conﬁguration meets the requirements of this principle by creating
a centralised security account, known as a delegated security account. This account receives information
from the security services that the solution enables by default, including the following:
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• Amazon GuardDuty to continuously monitor, analyse, and process the following data sources across all
accounts within the solution environment:
• Amazon VPC Flow Logs
• AWS CloudTrail management event logs
• AWS CloudTrail S3 data event logs
• Amazon EKS audit logs
• AWS DNS logs
• Amazon Macie to support discovery, monitoring, and protection of sensitive data in Amazon S3 using
machine learning and pattern matching.
• AWS Conﬁg to provide:
• Detailed view of the conﬁguration of AWS resources in all accounts in the solution environment
• Audit resources against compliance rules (for example, identifying storage that is not encrypted at
rest)
• Compliance rules to check for non-conformance
• AWS Security Hub to provide a single dashboard to view feeds from the services above. This allows
an organisations security team to see an aggregated view of their threat detection and compliance
control status to mitigate threats in a single place.
• AWS Audit Manager to support compliance reporting across the organization.
• Amazon Detective to help with security incident investigations.

Principle 6: Personnel security
Audit and constrain the actions of service provider personnel.
Where service provider personnel have access to your data and systems, you need to have enough
conﬁdence in their trustworthiness, and the technical measures in place that audit and constrain the
actions of those personnel.
Eﬀective personnel controls should be a balance of:
• the provider demonstrating how they gain enough conﬁdence in their people
• technical controls that minimize the likelihood and impact of accidental or malicious compromise by
service provider personnel
This solution does not provide speciﬁc conﬁgurations to support this principle. However, AWS
conﬁguration for security of the cloud helps you meet the requirements of this principle. Further
information is contained within AWS security and compliance documents, such as AWS ISO certiﬁcations,
PCI, and SOC reports. You can download these reports through AWS Artifact.

Principle 7: Secure development
Cloud services should be designed, developed and deployed in a way that minimises and mitigates threats
to their security.
Cloud services which aren’t designed, developed and deployed in a secure way may be vulnerable to security
issues which could compromise your data, cause loss of service, or enable other malicious activity.
This solution provides architecture that has been vetted by AWS solutions architects as a wellarchitected, robust, complete, best-practice, prescriptive, real-world solution that can save customers
time and eﬀort with self-service and automated installation and deployment when building on AWS.
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Principle 8: Supply chain security
Third party supply chains should support all of the security principles which the service claims to
implement.
Cloud services rely upon third party products and services. Consequently, if this principle is not
implemented, supply chain compromise can undermine the security of the service and aﬀect the
implementation of other security principles.
This solution does not provide speciﬁc conﬁgurations to support this principle. However, AWS
conﬁguration for security of the cloud helps you meet the requirements of this principle. Further
information is contained within AWS security and compliance documents, such as AWS ISO certiﬁcations,
PCI, and SOC reports. You can download these reports through AWS Artifact.

Principle 9: Secure user management
Providers should make tools available to securely manage your use of their service.
Your provider should make the tools available for you to securely manage your access to their service,
preventing unauthorised access and alteration of your resources, applications and data.
This solution’s best practices sample conﬁguration meets the requirements of this principle through the
following controls:
• Set up AWS IAM Identity Center to help you manage access and user permissions across all your AWS
accounts within the solution environment.
• Delete existing access keys for the root user of the solution management account.
• Enforce IAM password policies.
• Allow IAM Access Analyzer to report on overly permissive access and help generate least privilege
access policies.
This solution helps you deploy IAM policies based on access analyzer suggestions. A walkthrough is
available on AWS Security Blog.

Principle 10: Identity and authentication
Access to service interfaces should be constrained to authenticated and authorised individuals.
Services and data should only be accessible to an authenticated and authorised identity, which may be
either a user or a service identity.
This solution does not provide speciﬁc conﬁgurations to support this principle. However, AWS
conﬁguration for security of the cloud helps you meet the requirements of this principle. Further
information is contained within AWS security and compliance documents, such as AWS ISO certiﬁcations,
PCI, and SOC reports. You can download these reports through AWS Artifact.

Principle 11: External interface protection
All external or less trusted interfaces to the service should be identiﬁed and defended.
Defensive measures may include application programming interfaces (APIs), web consoles, command
line interfaces (CLIs), or direct connect services. Also, the cloud provider’s administration interfaces, the
interfaces you use to access the service, and any interfaces to your services built on top of the cloud service.
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If some of the interfaces exposed are private (such as management interfaces) then the impact of
compromise may be more signiﬁcant. You can use diﬀerent models to connect to cloud services which
expose your enterprise systems to varying levels of risk.
This solution’s best practices sample conﬁguration meets the requirements of this principle through the
following controls:
• Set up AWS PrivateLink to ensure traﬃc between AWS services does not traverse the public internet.

Principle 12: Secure service administration
Cloud providers should recognise the high value of administration systems.
The design, implementation, and management of the cloud provider’s administration systems used by your
cloud provider should follow enterprise good practice, whilst recognising their high value to attackers.
Systems used by the vendor for administration of their cloud services will have highly privileged access
to that service. Their compromise would have signiﬁcant impact, including the means to bypass security
controls and steal or manipulate large volumes of data.
This solution does not provide speciﬁc conﬁgurations to support this principle. However, AWS
conﬁguration for security of the cloud helps you meet the requirements of this principle. Further
information is contained within AWS security and compliance documents, such as AWS ISO certiﬁcations,
PCI, and SOC reports. You can download these reports through AWS Artifact.

Principle 13: Audit information and alerting for
customers
Providers should supply logs needed to monitor access to your service, and the data held within it.
You should be able to identify security incidents and should have the information necessary to determine
how and when they occurred.
This solution’s best practices sample conﬁguration meets the requirements of this principle through the
following controls:
• Set up AWS CloudTrail to record—and securely store for 365 days—all actions taken by a user, role, or
AWS service across all accounts within the solution environment.
• Store AWS CloudTrail logs in a separate AWS account with restricted read-only access as a safeguard
against unauthorised modiﬁcation.
• Send email alerts when AWS Security Hub detects an event at the following severity levels:
• Low
• Medium
• High
For additional security, you can set up S3 Object Lock on the Amazon S3 bucket containing AWS
CloudTrail logs.

Principle 14: Secure use of the service
Providers should make it easy for you to adequately protect your data.
Your cloud provider should make it easy for you to meet your responsibility to adequately protect your data.
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You should consider:
• whether the service is secure by design and by default
• what help the provider gives you to meet your responsibilities
We oﬀer this solution as an enabler for customers wishing to adopt prescriptive security best practices
with AWS. You can use this solution with other resources and services such as the AWS Well Architected
framework
and AWS Trusted Advisor to help you rapidly implement secure-by-design architectures.

Canadian Centre for Cyber Security (CCCS) Cloud
Medium
We built the Canadian Centre for Cyber Security (CCCS) Cloud Medium (formerly Protected B, Medium
Integrity, Medium Availability [PBMM]) conﬁguration for the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution
to deploy an opinionated and prescriptive architecture. We designed this architecture to help customers
address controls required to receive an Authority to Operate (ATO) as described in ITSP.50.105 Guidance on cloud security assessment and authorization.

Security controls
Customers can also meet the Government of Canada’s minimum guardrails as part of the GC Cloud
Operationalization Framework. Meeting the minimum guardrails with the Landing Zone Accelerator on
AWS solution also helps you support CCCS Cloud Medium controls if the sensitivity of your workload
changes. Tuning the parameters within the conﬁguration ﬁle allows you to deploy customized
architectures to meet requirements of a range of governments and public sector organizations.
Deploying this conﬁguration can help you reduce the time required to implement CCCS Cloud Medium
controls from 90+ days to 2 days. Inheriting controls covered by CCCS Cloud Medium assessment, along
with using the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution to address common controls that are the
responsibility for the customer, can accelerate a Security Assessment & Authorization (SA&A) process.

Note

The Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution is now the recommended solution for public
sector organizations seeking to deploy an AWS Environment in alignment with the requirements
of the CCCS Cloud Medium Proﬁle.
Previously, Canadian public sector customers that were seeking alignment with the CCCS Cloud
Medium proﬁle deployed the AWS Secure Environment Accelerator to address controls that are
the responsibility of the customer in the shared responsibility model. Release version 1.3.0 of
the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution provides the same control coverage as the AWS
Secure Environment Accelerator solution.
If you are currently using the AWS Secure Environment Accelerator solution, there is currently no
deadline to migrate to the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution.

Important

This conﬁguration is not intended to be feature complete or fully compliant, but rather to help
accelerate cloud migrations and cloud refactoring eﬀorts by entities required to meet CCCS
Cloud Medium security requirements. While this conﬁguration can help you reduce the eﬀort
required to manually build a production-ready infrastructure, you will still need to tailor it to
your unique business needs.
Deploying the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS with the sample CCCS Cloud Medium conﬁguration ﬁle
can help accelerate how quickly your organization can address controls that have a technical element.
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Consult with your AWS team on how you can deploy this solution as part of an overall strategy to reduce
the time it takes to get an ATO for your workloads.

Trusted Secure Enclaves Sensitive Edition (TSE-SE)
for National Security, Defence, and National Law
Enforcement
National security, defence, and national law enforcement organizations around the world need the
scale, global footprint, agility, and services that cloud brings to their critical missions—all while they
are required to meet stringent security and compliance requirements for their data. Increasingly, these
organizations leverage the AWS global hyper-scale cloud to deliver their missions while keeping their
sensitive data and workloads secure.
To help you accelerate these sensitive missions in cloud, we developed Trusted Secure Enclaves
Sensitive Edition (TSE-SE) for National Security, Defence, and National Law Enforcement. The TSE-SE
Reference Architecture is a comprehensive, multi-account AWS cloud architecture targeting sensitive
level workloads. We designed this architecture in collaboration with our national security; defence;
national law enforcement; and federal, provincial, and municipal government customers to accelerate
compliance with strict and unique security and compliance requirements.
We designed this architecture to help customers address central identity and access management,
governance, data security, comprehensive logging, and network design and segmentation in alignment
with security frameworks such as NIST 800-53, ITSG-33, FEDRAMP Moderate, IRAP, and other Sensitive,
Protected or Medium level security proﬁles.
We developed this reference architecture using the following design principles:
• Deliver security outcomes aligned with a medium level security control proﬁle.
• Maximize agility, scalability, and availability, while minimizing cost.
• Enable the full capabilities of the AWS Cloud.
• Remain open to supporting and incorporating the AWS pace of innovation and the latest technological
capabilities.
• Allow for seamless auto-scaling and provide unbounded bandwidth as bandwidth requirements
increase (or decrease) based on actual customer load (a key aspect of the value proposition of cloud
computing).
• Architect for high availability: the design uses multiple AWS Availability Zones, such that the loss of
one Availability Zone does not impact application availability.
• Operate as least privilege: all principals in the accounts are intended to operate with the lowestfeasible permission set.
• Help address customer data sovereignty concerns.

Important

This conﬁguration is not intended to be feature complete or fully compliant, but rather to
help accelerate cloud migrations and cloud refactoring eﬀorts by entities serving elections
organizations. While this conﬁguration can help you reduce the eﬀort required to manually
build a production-ready infrastructure, you will still need to tailor it to your unique business
needs.
For architectural details, refer to the TSE-SE Reference Architecture. Use the conﬁguration ﬁle and
instructions to install the architecture.
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If you would like to know more about TSE-SE, global national security and defense solutions, or the
Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution, contact your AWS Account Team.

Healthcare
We built the healthcare conﬁguration for the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution to include
controls from frameworks in various geographies, such as HIPAA, NCSC, ENS High, C5, and Fascicolo
Sanitario Elettronico.

Important

This conﬁguration is not intended to be feature complete or fully compliant, but rather to
help accelerate cloud migrations and cloud refactoring eﬀorts by entities serving healthcare
organizations. While this conﬁguration can help you reduce the eﬀort required to manually
build a production-ready infrastructure, you will still need to tailor it to your unique business
needs.
This section provides speciﬁc guidelines for deploying this solution to support healthcare use cases. If
you are deploying the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution in a healthcare environment, please
consult with your AWS team to understand controls to meet your requirements.

Security controls
We built these controls as detective and preventive guardrails in the AWS environment through AWS
Conﬁg rules or SCPs. The organization-config.yaml ﬁle includes sections for declaring SCPs,
tagging policies, and backup policies. SCPs can be highly speciﬁc to your organization and its workloads,
so we recommend reviewing and modifying them to meet your requirements. We provide sample policies
for the following:
• Service Control Policies – The service-control-policies/scp-hlc-base-root.json ﬁle
provides an SCP that prevents accounts from leaving your organization or disabling block public
access. The service-control-policies/scp-hlc-hipaa-service.json policy is an example
of a policy that you can use to ensure that only HIPAA-eligible services can be used in a speciﬁc OU or
account.

Note

SCPs are not automatically updated, and you will need to incorporate changes to the HIPAAeligible service list.
• Tagging Policies – The tagging-policies/org-tag-policy.json ﬁle provides a sample tagging
policy showing how you can extend policies to deﬁne the following and enforce them to speciﬁc AWS
services:
• Environment Type for Prod, QA, and Dev workloads
• Data Classiﬁcation to track sensitive and non-sensitive workloads such as PHI and Company
Conﬁdential.
We recommend that you edit the sample policy to reﬂect your own organization’s cost centers
so that resources provisioned by the solution are automatically tagged to ﬁt your business
requirements.
• Backup policies – The backup-policies/backup-plan.json ﬁle provides a sample backup policy
as an example for how you can schedule backups and lifecycle and retention management settings.
In the security-config.yaml ﬁle, you can conﬁgure AWS security services such as AWS Conﬁg and
AWS Security Hub, and enable storage encryption. The ﬁle provides additional alarms and metrics to
inform you of actions within your solution environment. For a list of all of the services and settings that
can be conﬁgured, see AWS services in this solution. This ﬁle also contains the AWS Conﬁg rules that
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make up the list of detective guardrails used to meet controls from various frameworks. These rules
are implemented through a combination from Security Hub, AWS Foundational Security Best Practices,
CIS AWS Foundations Benchmark, and the rules from the Operational Best Practices for HIPAA Security
sample conformance pack.
The global-config.yaml ﬁle contains the settings that enable Regions, centralized logging using
AWS CloudTrail and Amazon CloudWatch Logs, and the retention period for those logs to help you meet
your auditing and monitoring needs.
We recommend reviewing these settings to better understand what has already been conﬁgured
and what needs to be altered for your speciﬁc requirements. Refer to the solution best practices for
healthcare sample conﬁguration for more details.

Elections
We built the Elections conﬁguration for the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution to support:
• Elections customers such as committees and campaigns; federal, state, and local elections agencies;
and independent software vendors who produce solutions for elections customers.
• Best practices suitable for any organization, in addition to guardrails to help mitigate against threats
faced by elections customers.

Important

This conﬁguration is not intended to be feature complete or fully compliant, but rather to
help accelerate cloud migrations and cloud refactoring eﬀorts by entities serving elections
organizations. While this conﬁguration can help you reduce the eﬀort required to manually
build a production-ready infrastructure, you will still need to tailor it to your unique business
needs.
This section provides speciﬁc guidelines for deploying this solution to support Elections use cases. If you
are deploying the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution in an Elections environment, please consult
with your AWS team to understand controls to meet your requirements.

Security controls
We built these controls as detective and preventive guardrails in the AWS environment through AWS
Conﬁg rules and SCPs. The organization-config.yaml ﬁle includes sections for declaring SCPs,
tagging policies, and backup policies. SCPs can be speciﬁc to your organization and its workloads, so we
recommend reviewing and modifying them to meet your requirements. We provide sample policies for
the following:
• Service Control Policies – The example service-control-policies/deny-non-usregions.json ﬁle prohibits resources from being launched in non-US AWS Regions. To support
broader use, we recommend modifying this SCP to meet your needs. The policy allows resources only
in the four standard AWS Regions in the US (us-east-1, us-east-2, us-west-1, us-west-2)
and the two AWS GovCloud (US) regions (us-gov-east-1, us-gov-west-1). As deﬁned, the policy
makes exceptions for global services that would otherwise fail if explicitly denied (for example, IAM).
You can modify this conﬁguration based on geographical and security requirements.

Note

Note: SCPs are not automatically updated. You will need to incorporate changes to AWS
Regions in this ﬁle based on compliance need.
• Tagging Policies – We customized the tagging-policies/elections-sample-policy.json
ﬁle to reﬂect the types of cost centers typically associated with an election organization, for example,
Campaign budget and In-kind contribution.
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Note

We recommend that you edit the sample policy to reﬂect your own organization’s cost centers
so that the solution automatically tags the resources it provisions according to your business
requirements.
We recommend reviewing these ﬁles to better understand what has already been conﬁgured and what
needs to be altered for your speciﬁc requirements. Refer to the solution best practices for election
sample conﬁguration for more details.

Finance (tax)
We built the ﬁnance (tax) conﬁguration for the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution to deploy
an account structure commonly used with tax workloads along with security controls and network
conﬁgurations to secure FTI data. This conﬁguration aligns with the IRS-1075 requirements to encrypt
Amazon S3, Amazon EBS and Amazon FSx hosting FTI data using Customer Managed Keys (CMK) under
customer control.

Important

This conﬁguration is not intended to be feature complete or fully compliant, but rather to
help accelerate cloud migrations and cloud refactoring eﬀorts by entities serving US ﬁnance
organizations. While this conﬁguration can help you reduce the eﬀort required to manually
build a production-ready infrastructure, you will still need to tailor it to your unique business
needs.
This section provides speciﬁc guideline for deploying this solution to support tax use cases. If you are
deploying the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS solution in a US ﬁnance environment, please consult
with your AWS team to understand controls to meet your requirements.

Security controls
The ﬁnance for US conﬁguration aligns with the default solution best practices sample conﬁguration for
AWS. This conﬁguration deviates from the best practices by deﬁning the organization structure. It does
this by leveraging a Tax OU with accounts that align with the reference architecture and where FTI data
will be expected to reside.
This conﬁguration provides the capability to use additional security services, such as Amazon Macie.
This conﬁguration establishes detective guardrails by using Security Hub and AWS Conﬁg, which deploy
managed AWS Conﬁg rules. These rules evaluate whether the conﬁguration settings of your AWS
resources comply with common best practices, such as CIS, that align with the cloud computing SCSEM.
The network-config.yaml conﬁguration ﬁle establishes the use of network services such as AWS
Transit Gateway and leverages a central egress VPC.
Additional considerations include the following:
• In case a third party manages your tax environments, the CMK used to encrypt FTI data needs to be
created in separate customer-owned account to encrypt Amazon S3, Amazon EBS volumes, Amazon
FSx shares, and other data stores storing FTI data in the Tax OU.
• We recommend that you assign all AWS resources (such as Amazon EC2 instances, Amazon EBS
volumes, and Amazon S3 buckets storing FTI data) a unique tag for access control purposes through
IAM and SCP policies.
• You must enable the Application Load Balancers (ALBs) deployed for the tax application for FIPS 140-2
mode.
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Please consult with your AWS team to meet your requirements.
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Reference
This section includes information about an optional feature for collecting unique metrics for this
solution, pointers to related resources, and a list of builders who contributed to this solution.

Anonymous data collection
This solution includes an option to send anonymous operational metrics to AWS. We use this data to
better understand how customers use this solution and related services and products. When invoked, the
following information is collected and sent to AWS:
• Solution ID − The AWS solution identiﬁer
• Unique ID (UUID) − Randomly generated, unique identiﬁer for the Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS
deployment
• Timestamp − Data-collection timestamp
AWS owns the data gathered though this survey. Data collection is subject to the AWS Privacy Policy.
To opt out of this feature, complete the following steps before launching the AWS CloudFormation
template.
1. Download the AWS CloudFormation template to your local hard drive.
2. Open the AWS CloudFormation template with a text editor.
3. Modify the AWS CloudFormation template mapping section from:
AnonymousData:
SendAnonymousData:
Data: Yes

to:
AnonymousData:
SendAnonymousData:
Data: No

4. Sign in to the AWS CloudFormation console.
5. Select Create stack.
6. On the Create stack page, Specify template section, select Upload a template ﬁle.
7. Under Upload a template ﬁle, select Choose ﬁle and select the edited template from your local drive.
8. Choose Next and follow the steps in Launch the stack (p. 23) in the section of this guide.

Related resources
• Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS is a fully automated implementation of the architectural guidelines
documented in the AWS Security Reference Architecture (SRA).
• Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS incorporates features and lessons learned from previous accelerator
solutions such as the Compliant Framework for Federal and DoD Workloads in GovCloud (US) and the
AWS Secure Environment Accelerator.
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Revisions
Date

Change

May 2022

Initial release

June 2022

Release v1.0.1: Bug ﬁxes. For more information,
refer to the CHANGELOG.md ﬁle in the GitHub
repository.

July 2022

Release v1.0.2: Added support for AWS GovCloud
(US) Regions. For more information, refer to the
CHANGELOG.md ﬁle in the GitHub repository.

August 2022

Release v1.1.0: Bug ﬁxes. For more information,
refer to the CHANGELOG.md ﬁle in the GitHub
repository.

September 2022

Release v1.2.0: Updated centralized logging and
AWS KMS key strategies. For more information,
refer to the CHANGELOG.md ﬁle in the GitHub
repository.

October 2022

Release v1.2.1: Added support for UK NCSC and
healthcare deployments. For more information,
refer to the CHANGELOG.md ﬁle in the GitHub
repository.

November 2022

Release v1.2.2: Bug ﬁxes. For more information,
refer to the CHANGELOG.md ﬁle in the GitHub
repository.

December 2022

Release v1.3.0: Added developer guide, additional
industry and regional support, and additional
troubleshooting steps. For more information,
refer to the CHANGELOG.md ﬁle in the GitHub
repository.
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Notices
Customers are responsible for making their own independent assessment of the information in this
document. This document: (a) is for informational purposes only, (b) represents AWS current product
oﬀerings and practices, which are subject to change without notice, and (c) does not create any
commitments or assurances from AWS and its aﬃliates, suppliers or licensors. AWS products or services
are provided “as is” without warranties, representations, or conditions of any kind, whether express or
implied. AWS responsibilities and liabilities to its customers are controlled by AWS agreements, and this
document is not part of, nor does it modify, any agreement between AWS and its customers.
Landing Zone Accelerator on AWS is licensed under the terms of the of the Apache License Version 2.0
available at The Apache Software Foundation.
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AWS glossary
For the latest AWS terminology, see the AWS glossary in the AWS General Reference.
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